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Abstract
This paper investigates the performance of a coded cooperative
relay based Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) wireless communication system using native rate 1/2
convolutional code and rate 1/3 turbo code. These
investigations are focused on evaluating the performance of the
proposed coded cooperative wireless communication system
over both Additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel and
different Stanford University Interim (SUI) channel models. The
performance of the proposed coded cooperative relay based
system is evaluated using MATLAB computer simulations and
compared with direct transmission and other cooperative
protocols i.e., Amplify-and-Forward (AAF) and Decode-andForward (DAF). The performance indicators used for
comparison are Bit-Error Rate (BER) and spectral efficiency.
The results show that the proposed coded cooperative system
achieves lower Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) values for the
desired BER and achieves high spectral efficiency as compared
to direct transmission, AAF and DAF based cooperative
protocols. Finally, the results of computer simulations are
included to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed scheme.

1. Introduction
Transmission over wireless channels endures from random fluctuations in
signal level known as fading and from co-channel interference [1].
Diversity is a powerful technique to mitigate fading and improve
robustness to interference. In classical diversity techniques, the data signal
____________________________________________________________
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is conveyed to the receiver over multiple (ideally) independently fading
signal paths (in time/frequency/space) [2]. Appropriate combining at the
receiver realizes diversity gain, thereby improving link reliability. There
are several approaches to implement diversity in a wireless transmission.
Multiple antennas can be used to achieve diversity but multiple antennas
are not always available or the destination is just too far away to get good
signal quality. To achieve diversity in wireless communication networks,
an interesting approach might be to build a cooperative relay network [36]. Meanwhile, cooperative relay technology is regarded widely as a key
technology for increasing diversity gain in various types of wireless
communication systems, including next-generation mobile communication
systems [7-9], such as 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long
Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A).
One of the main challenges faced by the 3GPP LTE-A standard is
providing high throughput to cell edge users. Cell edge performance is
becoming more important as cellular systems employ higher bandwidths
with the same amount of transmit power and use higher carrier frequencies
with infrastructure designed for lower carrier frequencies. One solution to
improve coverage is to use the fixed relays to transmit data between the
Base Stations (BSs) and Mobile Stations (MSs) through multi-hop
communication. For this reason, relay technologies have been actively
studied and considered in the standardization process of next-generation
mobile broadband communication systems. As a next-generation 3GPP
standard, LTE-A exclusively takes the relay technology into account [10].
The relaying protocols for cooperative wireless communication systems
can be generally categorized into fixed relaying schemes and adaptive
relaying schemes. Fixed relaying has the advantage of easy
implementation, but the disadvantage of low bandwidth efficiency. This is
because half of the channel resources are allocated to the relay for
transmission, which reduces the overall rate. This is true especially when
the source–destination channel is not very bad, because in such a scenario
a high percentage of the packets transmitted by the source to the
destination could be received correctly by the destination and this result in
waste of channel resources allocated to source-relay channel. The
inefficient utilization of the channel resources in cooperative diversity
networks using fixed relaying can be enhanced by using adaptive relaying
protocols, comprising selective and incremental relaying. In fixed
relaying, the channel resources are divided between the source and the
relay in a fixed (deterministic) manner. The processing at the relay differs
____________________________________________________________
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according to the employed protocol, such as AAF, DAF, Selective
Relaying (SR) [11-17], coded cooperative [18] and Compress-AndForward (CAF). As common in these schemes, the cooperative
transmissions are initiated by first having the source node broadcasts the
data signal to both the relay node and the destination node. If the AAF
scheme is employed, the relay node simply amplifies the received signal
and forwards it directly to the destination node without explicitly decoding
the message. If the DAF scheme is employed, the relay will decode and
regenerate a new message which will be transmitted to the destination in
the subsequent time slot. At the destination, signals from both the source
and the relay are combined to provide better detection performance. As an
extension to the DAF scheme, the message generated by the relay can be
re-encoded to provide additional error protection, this type of relaying
protocols can be referred to as coded cooperative relaying.
This paper proposes a coded cooperative relay based OFDM wireless
communication system. Investigations are focused on evaluating the
performance of the proposed system over AWGN and different SUI
channel models using different Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes i.e.,
native rate 1/2 convolution code and rate 1/3 turbo code. The performance
of the proposed coded cooperative system is evaluated using MATLAB
simulations and compared with direct transmission and other cooperative
protocols i.e., AAF and DAF.

Figure1: A Single Relay Cooperative Model [11]

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce a
system model of the proposed system include single relay cooperative
model with OFDM transceiver structure. Description of FEC code
schemes including convolutional code and turbo code is presented in
Section III. The simulation model of the proposed coded cooperative
communication system is presented in Section IV. Section V shows the
MATLAB simulation results, followed by conclusions in Section VI.
____________________________________________________________
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Figure 2: OFDM Transceiver Structure [23]

2. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a wireless communication system as shown in Fig.1 with one
source node S which communicates with a destination node D through
relay node R. The source node broadcasts the information symbols to both
the destination and the relay. The received signals
and
at the
destination node and the relay node, respectively, can be written as [11].
=

x+

(1)

=

x+

(2)

Where,
is the transmitted power at the source, x is the transmitted
information symbol,
and
are additive noise,
and
are
the channel coefficients from the source to the destination and from the
source to the relay, respectively. The channel coefficients
,
are
modeled as zero- mean complex Gaussian random variables with
variances
,
respectively. The noise terms
and
are
modeled as zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with
variance
. The relay node forwards a processed version of the
information symbols received from the source node to the destination and
this can be modeled as [11]:
____________________________________________________________
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=Q

(

)

+

(3)

Where, the function Q (·) depends on the cooperative protocol
implemented at the relay node,
is the channel coefficient from relay
to destination and
is an additive noise [11].
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed coded cooperative
OFDM based wireless communication system we considered transmission
over both AWGN channel and different SUI channel models with AWGN.
SUI channel models are an extension of the earlier work by AT&T
wireless and Erceg et. al [19]. In this model a set of six channels was
selected to address three different terrain types that are typical of the
continental US [20]. This model can be used for simulations, design and
development and testing of technologies suitable for fixed broadband
wireless applications. More details of the channel parameters for different
SUI channel models are given in [21].
The proposed coded cooperative system is based on OFDM. In last
decades, OFDM based communication systems have been identified as
one of the key transmission techniques for next generation wireless
communication systems [22]. The main attractions of OFDM are spectrum
efficiency, handling the multi-path interference and mitigate Inter-Symbol
Interference (ISI) which causing higher BER in frequency selective fading
environments [23].
The spectrum efficiency of OFDM based wireless communication systems
can be achieved by using orthogonal subcarriers and the ISI can be
eliminated by adding a guard interval. Figure 2 shows the block diagram
of OFDM transceiver structure that is implemented at each node of the
proposed single relay cooperative model. Channel coding becomes an
indivisible part in most OFDM based wireless communication systems
and a significant amount of research work has focused on optimum
encoder, decoder and interleaver design for information transmission over
multipath fading channels. The channel coding is used in wireless
communication systems to provide high data rates over severe multipath
fading channels. In OFDM based wireless communications systems,
several error-correction codes have been applied such as convolutional
codes, Reed-Solomon (RS) codes and turbo codes.

____________________________________________________________
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3. FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION (FEC) CODES
In wireless communication systems, errors in data transmission come from
many different sources i.e., random noise, interference, channel fading and
physical defects. These channel errors must be reduced to an acceptable
level to ensure reliable data transmission. To combat errors, two main
strategies can be used either stand-alone or combined. The first one is the
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ). An ARQ system attempts to detect the
presence of errors in the received data. If any errors are found, the receiver
notifies the transmitter of the existence of errors. The transmitter then
resends the data until they are correctly received. The second strategy,
known as the Forward Error Correction (FEC), the FEC not only detects
the errors but also corrects them, so that errors in data retransmission can
be avoided. In many practical applications retransmission may be difficult
or not even feasible at all. For example, it is impossible for any receiver in
a real-time broadcasting system to request data to be resent. In this case,
FEC is the only viable solution [24]. There are several FEC codes are
available. However, popular used FEC codes are Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC) code, convolutional code and turbo code. In this section the
convolutional and turbo codes are discussed in more details.
A. CONVOLUTIONAL CODE
Before the introduction of turbo codes, power efficient communications
was achieved by either using strong convolutional code or using a serial
concatenation of a convolutional code and block code. Convolutional
codes were first introduced by Elias in 1955 [25]. Since then they have
gained vast popularity in practical applications. The convolutional codes
are not only equal or sometimes even superior to block codes in
performance but also provide relatively simpler decoding process. A
convolutional code adds redundancy to a continuous stream of input data
by using a linear shift register. A convolutional code is specified by three
parameters: the codeword length n, the message length k, and the
constraint length v which is the total number of bits that each output
depends on. The constraint length of a convolutional code depends on the
memory depth of the code m [26].

v=m+1

(4)

____________________________________________________________
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For a rate k/n convolutional encoder, each set of n output symbols is a
linear combination of the current set of k input bits and m bits stored in the
shift register. The convolutional encoder used in this paper has native rate
of 1/2, a constraint length of 7 and two generator polynomials as given in
Equations (5) and (6). The outputs of the convolutional encoder are the
two codeword bits X and Y as shown in Fig.3 [26].

For X
For Y

(5)
(6)

The encoded data output from the convolutional encoder are interleaved
by a block interleaver. The size of the block is depended on the numbers
of bit encoded per subchannel in one OFDM symbol. In IEEE 802.16, the
interleaver is defined by two step permutation. The first permutation
ensures that adjacent coded bits are mapped onto nonadjacent subcarriers.
The second permutation ensures that adjacent coded bits are mapped
alternately onto less or more significant bits of the constellation, thus
avoiding long runs of unreliable bits [26].

Figure 3: Structure of Rate 1/2 Convolutional Encoder [26]

B. TURBO CODE
Turbo code is a form of FEC codes that is used to improve the channel
capacity. The turbo encoder scheme used in this paper is a Parallel
Concatenated Convolutional Code (PCCC) with two identical 8-state
____________________________________________________________
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Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders and a contention-free
Quadratic Permutation Polynomial (QPP) internal interleaver as shown in
Fig.4. The RSC encoder has a rate equals 1/2 and is termed a constituent
encoder. The input to the first constituent encoder is the input bit stream to
the turbo encoder and the input to the second constituent encoder is the
output of the QPP interleaver which is a permutated version of the input
bit stream.

Figure 4: Structure of Rate 1/3 Turbo Encoder (dotted lines apply for trellis
termination only) [27]

The coding rate of turbo encoder is 1/3 and the transfer function of the 8state constituent encoder is given by [27]:

G (D) =

(7)

Where,
= 1 + D2 + D3

(8)

= 1 + D + D3

(9)

The input bits to the turbo encoder are denoted by c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 ,..., cK 1 , and
the bits output from the first and second 8-state constituent encoders are
____________________________________________________________
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denoted by z0 , z1 , z2 , z3 ,..., z K 1 and z0 , z1, z2 , z3 ,..., zK 1 , respectively. The
bits output from the turbo code internal interleaver are denoted
by c0 , c1,..., cK 1 , and these bits are the input bit stream to the second 8state constituent encoder, where K is the number of input bits. The output
of the QPP interleaver is a permuted version of the input data, the
relationship between the QPP interleaver input and output bits is given as
follows[27]:

ci  c i  , i=0, 1, 2… (K-1)

(10)

Where, the relationship between the output index i and the input index Π
(i) satisfies the following quadratic form [27]:

(i)   f  i  f  i 2  mod K
2
 1


(11)

The parameters f1 and f2 depend on the block size K [27]. In a normal
convolutional encoder, the encoder is driven to an all zero state upon
termination by appending zeros onto the end of the input data stream. As
the decoder knows the start and end state of the encoder it can decode the
data. Driving a RSC encoder to an all zeros state using this method is not
possible. To overcome this problem trellis termination is used. Upon
termination the tail bits are fed back to the input of each encoder using a
switch. The first three tail bits are used to terminate each encoder.

4. SIMULATION MODEL
This section presents the simulation model and discusses the simulation
results. As we have stated before, our research goal is to evaluate the
performance of coded cooperative relay based OFDM wireless
communication system. The system model and block diagram of
transceiver structure at each node are shown in Figures 1&2. We have
employed MATLAB to write a computer program designed for simulation
of the proposed system to allow various parameters of the system to be
varied and tested. The possible considered parameters and their
corresponding values are given in Table 1.
____________________________________________________________
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters [23]

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed coded cooperative
system we considered transmission over AWGN and for multipath
channel, we consider different SUI channel models with AWGN. The SUI
models are divided into three types of terrains, namely A, B and C. Type
A is associated with maximum path loss and is appropriate for hilly terrain
with moderate to heavy foliage densities. Type C is associated with
minimum path loss and applies to flat terrain with light tree densities.
Type B is characterized with either mostly flat terrains with moderate to
heavy tree densities or hilly terrains with light tree densities. The SUI-1,
SUI-2 and SUI-3 models are applicable for Line-of-Sight (LOS)
conditions, and SUI-4, SUI-5 and SUI-6 models are applicable for NonLine-of-Sight (NLOS) conditions. The SUI-1 and SUI-2 models classified
as Terrain Type C , The SUI-3 and SUI-4 models classified as Terrain
Type B, and The SUI-5 and SUI-6 models classified as Terrain Type A.
Our simulation model based only on three SUI channel models SUI-1,
SUI-2 and SUI-3 which cover terrains B and C. In the simulation model
the length of the Cyclic Prefix (CP) is 20 samples (4 μs) considering
maximum channel delay of the SUI-2 channel model, which is 1.1 μs.
The channel delay profiles of the different SUI channel models are given
in Table 2.
____________________________________________________________
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Table 2: SUI Channel Models' Parameters [21]

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the simulation results are shown and discussed. MATLAB
have been employed to write a computer program designed for simulation
of the proposed system to allow various parameters of the system to be
varied and tested. The parameters that can be set at the time of
initialization are the number of simulated OFDM symbols, CP length,
modulation, coding rate, range of SNR values and SUI channel models.
Considered that the input data stream to the proposed system is randomly
generated. For performance evaluation of the proposed coded cooperative
system, the BER and spectral efficiency are commonly used as
performance metrics. Considered three scenarios for simulations:
1) Direct transmission (without relay), this scenario has only a direct link
from source node to destination node.
2) Non-Cooperative, this scenario has two hops from source to
destination, one from source to relay and the other one form relay to
destination.
3) Cooperative transmission, in this scenario the source node first
broadcasts the data symbols to both relay node and destination node.
Based on the protocol implemented at the relay node, the relay node
process and retransmits the signal received from source to destination.
____________________________________________________________
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In this case the destination node receives two resultant signals that can
be combined using appropriate combing technique.
The BER performance of the proposed OFDM based coded cooperative
system using either native rate 1/2 for convolutional code and rate 1/3 for
turbo code is compared with other cooperation protocols and with direct
transmission considering transmission over both AWGN and different SUI
channel models. Figures 5, 6 show the performance comparisons between
coded and uncoded OFDM based system considering direct transmission
over both AWGN and SUI-3 channel mode in terms of BER. The results
show that, the BER of AWGN channel gives better performance as
compared to SUI-3 channel model. The results also show that, the BER of
rate 1/3 turbo code and rate 1/2 convolutional code give better
performance compared with uncoded transmission (i.e., in case of SUI-3
channel model for BER=
the rate 1/3 turbo code required SNR=15.1
dB compared to SNR=21 dB for convolutional code and SNR=23.2 for
uncoded scenario, direct transmission using rate 1/3 turbo code achieved
5.9 dB SNR gain compared to convolutional code and 8.1 dB SNR gain
compared to uncoded scenario).
Figures 7, 8 show the performance comparisons between different noncooperative protocols of OFDM based system considering transmission
over both AWGN and SUI-3 channel model in terms of BER. The results
show that, using relay node in the non-cooperative protocols improve
performance of the system compared to direct transmission scenario for
both AWGN and SUI-3 channel model. The results also show that, the
non-cooperative scenario using rate 1/3 turbo code and rate 1/2
convolutional code give better performance compared with AAF and
DAF non-cooperative scenarios (i.e., in case of SUI-3 channel model for
BER=
the rate 1/3 turbo code non-cooperative transmission required
SNR=10.9 dB compared to SNR=17 dB for convolutional code,
SNR=19.9 for DAF and SNR=31 for AAF non-cooperative protocols)
non-cooperative transmission using rate 1/3 turbo code achieved 6.1 dB
SNR gain compared to non-cooperative rate transmission using 1/2
convolutional code and 9dB SNR gain compared non-cooperative DAF
and 20.1 dB SNR gain compared to non-cooperative AAF scenario).
Comparing the performance of direct transmission and non-cooperative
transmission scenarios over SUI-3 channel model using rate 1/3 turbo
code, the results show that non-cooperative scenario achieved 4.2 dB SNR
gain compared to direct transmission scenario.
____________________________________________________________
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Figure 5: Performance Comparison between Coded and Uncoded OFDM based
Direct Transmission over AWGN

Figure 6: Performance Comparison between Coded and Uncoded OFDM based
Direct Transmission System over SUI-3 Channel Model

____________________________________________________________
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Figure 7: Performance Comparison between Different Non-Cooperative
Protocols of OFDM Based System Considering Transmission over AWGN

Figure 8: Performance Comparison between Diffrernt Non- Cooperative Protocols
of OFDM Based System Considering Transmission over SUI-3 Channel Model

____________________________________________________________
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Figures 9 and 10 show the performance comparisons between diffrernt
OFDM based cooperative protocols considering transmission over both
AWGN and SUI-3 channel model in terms of BER. These figures
conclude that, the BER of cooperative protocols gives better performance
compared to direct transmission and non-cooperative protocols
considering transmission over both AWGN channel and SUI-3 channel
model. Also, we can observe that the proposed coded cooperative system
using rate 1/2 convolutional code and rate 1/3 turbo code give better
performance compared to other cooperative protocols i.e., AAF and DAF
and the performance of coded cooperative system using rate 1/3 turbo
code is better compared to coded cooperative system using rate 1/2
convolutional code.
Comparing the performance of direct transmission, non-cooperative
transmission and cooperative transmission scenarios over SUI-3 channel
model using rate 1/3 turbo code, the results show that cooperative scenario
achieved 1.9 dB SNR gain compared to non-cooperative transmission
scenario and 6.1 dB SNR gain compared to direct transmission scenario.
The SNR levels required to attain BER of
for different cooperative
protocols are summarized in Table 3, considering transmission over
AWGN and SUI-3 channel model.

Figure 9: Performance Comparison Between Diffrernt Cooperative Protocols of
OFDM Based System Considering Tansmission over AWGN

____________________________________________________________
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Figure 10: Performance Comparison between Different Cooperative Protocols of
OFDM Based System Considering Transmission over SUI-3 Channel Model
Table.3: SNR Required at BER Level
for Direct, Non-Cooperative and
Cooperative Scenarios

____________________________________________________________
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Figures 11, 12, 13, 14 show the performance of different cooperative
protocols over different SUI channel models. The results show that the
cooperative transmssion using rate 1/3 turbo code required lower SNR
levels compared to AAF, DAF and coded cooperative transmission using
rate 1/2 convolutional code. From these figures it is also clear that the
BER performance is better in the case of SUI-1 and SUI-2 channel models
when compared to SUI-3 channel model this is because the SUI-3 channel
model is a type B terrain with either mostly flat terrains with moderate to
heavy tree densities or hilly terrains with light tree densities compared to
SUI-1 and SUI-2 channel models which are type C flat terrain with light
tree densities (SUI-3 channel model has highest tap power when
compared to SUI-1 and SUI-2 channel models as given in Table.2). the
results also show that, for rate 1/3 cooperative transmission the SUI-1
channel model achieved .3 dB SNR gain compared to SUI-2 channel
model and .6 dB SNR gain compared to SUI-3 channel model. The SNR
levels required to attain BER of
for different cooperative protocols
are summarized in Table.4, considering transmission over different SUI
channel models.

Figure11: Performance of AAF Cooperative Protocol on Different SUI Channel
Models

____________________________________________________________
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Figure12: Performance of DAF Cooperative Protocol on Different SUI Channel
Models

Figure13: Performance of Coded Cooperative Protocol Using Rate 1/2
Convolutional Code on different SUI Channel Models

____________________________________________________________
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Figure14: Performance of Coded Cooperative Protocol Using Rate 1/3 Turbo Code on
different SUI Channel Models
Table .4: SNR Level Required to Attain BER Level
for Different Cooperative
Protocols Considering Transmission over Different SUI Channel models

Figures 15, 16 , 17 show the spectral efficiency in bps/Hz (which is
defined as the information rate that can be transmitted over a
given bandwidth in a specific communication system [28] ) of different
transmission scenarios considering transmission over SUI-3 channel
model.. From these figures it is clear that, the coded cooperative
transmission impeoved spectral efficient copmared to direct transmission
and non-cooperative transmission. The results also show that the
cooperative transmssion using rate 1/3 turbo code required SNR level
lower than that required for DAF cooperative transmssion and cooded
cooperative transmssion using rate 1/2 convolutional code. The SNR level
required to attain. 5 b/s/Hz spectral efficicnecy level for different
____________________________________________________________
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transmission scenarios are tabulated in Table.5 considering transmission
over SUI-3 channel model.

Figure15: Spectral Efficiency of Different Transmission Scenarios Considering
No FEC and Transmission over SUI-3 Channel Model

Figure16: Spectral Efficiency of Different Transmission Scenarios Considering
Convolutional Code and Transmission over SUI-3 Channel Model

____________________________________________________________
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Figure 17: Spectral Efficiency of Different Transmission Scenarios Considering
Turbo Code and Transmission over SUI-3 Channel Model
Table 5: SNR Level Required to Attain Spectral Efficicnecy Level 5 b/s/Hz for Different
Transmission Scenarios Considering Transmission over SUI-3Channel Model

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the perforamnce of coded cooperative relay based OFDM
wireless communication system based on native rate 1/2 convolutional
code and rate 1/3 turbo code has been investigated. The BER performance
of the proposed coded cooperative system using native rate 1/2
convolutional code and rate 1/3 turbo code is compared with direct
transmission and other cooperation protocols i.e., AAF and DAF
____________________________________________________________
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considering transmission over both AWGN and different SUI channel
models. The results show that the proposed coded cooperative system
achieves lower SNR values for desired BER and achieves high spectral
efficiency as compared to direct transmission, AAF and DAF based
cooperative protocols. The results also show that the cooperative
transmission using rate 1/3 turbo code outperforms the performance of
cooperative transmission using rate 1/2 convolutional code in terms of
both BER and spectral efficiency
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ملخص البحث
تممف مما اممحث ثراسمما اءثنممم ثاثص ل ممالس ثىتاممالت ثرعنممتكا ثرجياجم

تمما تك ر

ممال

ثرااالبع وثرايالون بالناخ ثس ثري ي من طرق ثراشف ر م هال ( rate 1/3 turbo code
 )and rate 1/2 convolutional codeمع ثىخح ا ثى ااالءثري ي من لجمالج
ق م ث ثىتامالت م همال ) . (AWGN & SUI-channel modelsوراق م ف ثاثص
ثر الس ثرجفارض تف جل مسالكم رت الس بالنماخ ثس بمرثما ثرك ما م تر بالنماخ س ر مم
ثرارمجم ( .)Matlabتف مقالءة ثثاص ل الس ثرااالبع وثرايالون ثرجفارض مع ثري يم ممن
ثىل جم م هال ل الس ثراكا ر وثراا ول الس تفك ك ثراشف ر وثراا وجثرك ممع ثىخمح ما
ثى ااالء ثري يم ممن ل مف ثىتامالت م همال ل مالس ثىتامالت ثرجااللمر ممن ثرجرنمل ثرما
ثرجساقال ول الس ثىتاالت غ ر ثرجااللر ن طرق ثناخ ثس ثح لقمالط ثراامالبع وتجم
ثرجقالءلم بالناخ ثس طرق ثراشف ر ثرجقارحم وب ون ثناخ مهال .ورق ثظهر ثر امالجا
أن ل الس ثرااالبع وثرايالون بالناخ س طرق ثراشف ر ثرجقارحم يسقق ثقل ميم ت ثخامالص
ا لقل ثرا اللال بالىضال م ثرا تسق ق أ تا كفالصة ط ف م مقالءلم بالألل جم ثىخرى.
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Abstract
Routing protocols are used to route the sensed data of the
sensor nodes in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) to the network
administrator. The choice of the routing protocol effects on the
sensor nodes lifetime. This paper discusses different
approaches used in the design of the routing protocols and their
effectiveness on WSN performance. The routing protocols are
classified according to the network structure or the operation of
the routing protocol. One of the routing protocols according to
the network structure is hierarchical routing protocol. The main
aim of hierarchical routing protocols is to optimize energy
consumption of sensor nodes by arranging the nodes into
clusters. The energy is consumed in the process of sending and
receiving data between the sensor nodes in WSN and also in
the process of network clustering periodically. Different
approaches are introduced through many hierarchical routing
protocols. Their performance are compared with each other
using popular metrics such as WSN lifetime and throughput.
The results show that the dependence on Cluster Heads (CHs)
lifetime to elect new CHs enhances the WSN lifetime in
comparison with the periodic CH elections.
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1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) comprises a large number of sensor
nodes that are densely deployed [1]. It aims to transfer the sensed data
from the sensor nodes to the network administrator. Every sensor node
mainly consists of four basic components: a sensing unit, a processing
unit, a communication unit, and a power unit [2]. The sensor node
depends on the battery as an energy source in WSN. The most of the
energy consumption in WSN comes from data reception and transmission.
So, the data transmission in WSN is organized by a routing protocol [2].
In order to prolong the lifetime of the WSN, designing efficient routing
protocol is critical.
The routing protocols can be classified according to network structure or
routing protocol operation [3]. In the case of network structure, the routing
protocols are classified into flat networks routing, hierarchical networks
routing, and location based routing. In the case of protocol operation, the
routing protocols are classified into negotiation based routing, multi-path
based routing, query based routing, Quality of Service (QoS) based
routing, and coherent based routing. This paper focuses on the hierarchical
routing protocols [4]. Hierarchical routing protocols cluster the network
depending on the presence of a node corresponding to all the nodes in its
cluster. They are named by a Cluster Head (CH) as shown in Figure 1.
This node, CH, collects all the sensed data of the nodes inside its cluster to
send them to Base Station (BS). The presence of CH reduces the power
consumption of the sensor nodes used to send the data to BS. The popular
approaches of hierarchical routing protocols will be discussed and
compared with each other in this paper. These protocols are named by
Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [5], Threshold
Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor Network Protocol (TEEN) [6], Adaptive
Periodic TEEN (APTEEN) [6], An Energy Efficient Weight-Clustering
Algorithm [7], and Vice-LEACH protocol (VLEACH) [8], Long Lifetime
Hierarchical Routing Protocol (LL-HRP) [9].
The paper is organized as follows: section II introduces survey on
hierarchical routing protocols, the performance analysis of these
hierarchical routing protocols is discussed in section III, and conclusions
are shown at the end of this paper in section IV.
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Figure 1: WSN clustering [4]

2. HIERARCHICAL ROUTING PROTOCOLS
A. Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)
The sensor nodes are distributed randomly in the network area. Each
sensor has a sensor unit and the sensed data must transmit to the network
operator to take decision. So, it must specify a rout from the sensor node
to the network operator. This route is specified by the routing protocols.
One of these routing protocol is Low Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy (LEACH) which has a topology like the star topology of the
computer network as shown in Figure 1 [5]. LEACH partitions the
network area into clusters. Each cluster has a CH and its members from
the sensor nodes in its area. The presence of CH reduces the energy
consumption of the sensor nodes to send a sensed data to the BS. The
sensor node sends its sensed data by limited energy to CH in comparison
with the energy dissipation used to communication with BS. CH spends
more energy than its members to send all their sensed data to BS. It has
been thought to change CH periodically to save its energy as a normal
node in the next period. LEACH steps can be explained in two stages or
phases which are Set-up phase (Network clustering) and Steady-state
phase (data transfer). These two phases are reinstalled periodically or with
each round. The choice of CH depends on a generated number comparing
with a threshold, Tn. The steps of these two phases are as follows:
____________________________________________________________
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 Set-up phase (Network clustering for CHs determination)
1. Each sensor node generates a random number in the [0,1] range to
send it to BS.
2. For determining the threshold value, BS calculates Tn using
equation (1) [5] with each round where p and r are CH proportion
and round number respectively as shown in Figure 2. Then, BS
compares Tn with the received random numbers of the sensor
nodes.
3. The node that its random number less than Tn will be elected as
CH [5].
p
Tn 
(1)


1  p r mod 1  
p



4. BS announces the results to the sensor nodes.
5. The elected CHs broadcast their IDs to all the sensor nodes to join
with the nearest CH as shown in Figure 3.
6. Each sensor node announces its CH-ID, the nearest to it. So, the
CHs will know their members from their IDs according their
received messages.
7. CH collects its member IDs to produce a Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) schedule, and notifies all its members in the
cluster.

Figure 2: Set-up phase (CHs selection) [5]
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 Steady-state phase (data transfer)
After the sensor node receives TDMA schedule, it will send data in its
own time slots, and remains in the sleep mode otherwise. Then, CH
collects all these sensed data of its members to send them to BS as shown
in Figure 4 [5].

Figure 3: Cluster members selection [5]

Figure 4: Steady-state phase (data transfer) [5]
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B. Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor Network
Protocol (TEEN)
In TEEN, both set-up phase and steady-state phase are the same as
LEACH except the condition of data transfer. TEEN specified two
thresholds [6]:
 Hard threshold (HT)
It is a threshold value for the sensed attribute.
 Soft threshold (ST)
It is a small change in the value of the sensed attribute which triggers
the node to switch on its transmitter to transmit its sensed data.

C. Adaptive Periodic TEEN (APTEEN)
In APTEEN, both set-up phase and steady-state phase are the same as
TEEN, but the sensor node must transmit its last sensed data to its CH at
the end of the round if the sensor node did not send any data along the
current round [6].

D. An Energy Efficient Weight-Clustering Algorithm
(WALEACH)
In WALEACH, both set-up phase and steady-state phase are the same as
LEACH with some modification to the threshold Tn [7] named by Tnn in
this paper to differentiate it from Tn formula as shown in Eqh. (2) where
Kopt can be determined as in Eqh. (3) [7].

Tn n





1




Eresidual 
p

 K opt
(2)
Einitial 




1
p r mod



 p


K opt 

1
d

2
toBS

N fs
2 mp

A
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Where:









p is CH proportion which indicates the desired number of CHs in WSN.
r is round number.
Eresidual is the residual energy of the sensor node at each round.
Einitial is the initial energy of the sensor node.
Kopt is optimal number of CH.
dtoBS is the distance between the sensor node and BS.
N is the number of sensor nodes in WSN.
Ɛ is the amplifier energy of the sensor node transmitter and denoted by
Ɛfs for free space propagation and Ɛmp for multi-path propagation.
 A is the WSN area.

E. Vice-LEACH protocol (VLEACH)
In VLEACH, both set-up phase and steady-state phase are the same as
LEACH with some modification to steady-state phase [8]. VLEACH has
suggested to use a vice-CH in each cluster from its members. This viceCH works as a CH in the case of CH death to avoid lost data along the
round as shown in Figure 5 [8].

Figure 5: Vice-LEACH protocol
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F. Long Lifetime Hierarchical Routing Protocol (LL-HRP)
LL-HRP has suggested to cluster the WSN once and no need to cluster the
network periodically [9]. Each cluster has two main points: a Cluster Head
(CH) and a Recombination Cluster Head (RCH) as shown in Figure 6.
RCH functions like CH functions used in LEACH while CH used LLHRP manages the operation in the cluster in the case of RCH death only.
The presence of both RCH and CH enhance both the security level and
WSN lifetime.

Figure 6: The presence of both RCH and CH in each cluster [9]

 Set-up phase
1. At the first time, the nodes are fixed and distributed around BS
randomly.
2. The clustering process begins from the nodes by transmitting their
IDs to the BS to authenticate its presence in the network.
3. BS measures their Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and
ranks them in descending order. then, BS partitions these RSSI into
equal groups (3-5 groups).
____________________________________________________________
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4. The maximum RSSI from each group will be elected as RCH as in
Figure 7.
5. After RCH election, BS will announce the IDs of the elected RCHs
to all nodes.
6. Each sensor node will start to detect the nearest RCH.
7. If the sensor node detects no RCH close to it, then the sensor node
will send a message to BS for RCH election by repeating the
previous procedures as in Figure 8.
8. Repeat step 7 as shown in Figure 9 until all the sensor nodes join
with a RCH as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 7: WSN clustering using LL-HRP [9]
 Steady-state phase
LL-HRP depends on soft threshold, ST. If SDn+1 and SDn are the current
sensed data and the previous one respectively, then the sensor node will
send its sensed data, SDn+1, when |SDn+1-SDn|>ST. The reduction in RCH
energy to some level means another new RCH election process where
RCH will send a notification message to CH. Then, CH will test the power
level of each node in the cluster and elect the highest one to be RCH.
Finally, both CH and new elected RCH will announce this election. By the
same way, the reduction in CH energy to some level means another new
____________________________________________________________
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CH election process where CH will send a notification message to RCH
and the members in the cluster to elect the highest one to be CH. Finally,
both RCH and new elected CH will announce this election.

Figure 8: Repeating the procedures of Figure 7 for the sensors who detect
no RCH near to them [9]

Figure 9: Clustering process for the second time [9]
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Figure 10: WSN clusters using LL-HRP [9]

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
WSN is composed of multiple battery-operated sensor nodes and a Base
Station (BS). These sensor nodes are distributed randomly as shown in
Figure 11. Number of sensor nodes used in our estimations is 100 nodes
and these nodes are in an area 50x50 m2. This area gives the sensor nodes
the ability to communicate with BS which is located at the center or at (25,
25). The specifications of the network will be shown in tables, tables 1 and
2, with the comparisons and they are standards. LL-HRP is compared with
the other protocols using the following metrics [10]:
A. Sensor nodes distribution during set-up phase (Network clustering).
B. Energy consumption:
1. in the case of set-up phase only.
2. in the case of both set-up phase and steady-state phase.
C. Number of alive nodes in each round (First dead node and Last
dead node):
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1. in the case of set-up phase only.
2. in the case of both set-up phase and steady-state phase.
D. Number of lost sensed data.
The sensed data is lost due to CH death. So, the sensor nodes in this
cluster unable to send their data to the BS.
E. Throughput.

Figure 11: Sensor nodes distribution in WSN

A. Network clustering
 LEACH, TEEN, and APTEEN suffer from some drawbacks which are:
1. The probability of all nodes become CHs can occur.
All sensor nodes become CHs as shown in Figure 12 when all sensor
nodes generate random numbers less than Tn, at Tn=1, or at certain values
of r as shown in Figure 13.
2. The probability of no CHs can occur.
No CHs occurs when all sensor nodes generate random numbers greater
than Tn only because Tn does not equal 0 as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 12: The probability of all nodes become CHs

Figure 13: Number of CHs vs. round number r

3. The probability of unfair distribution.
BS may elect all CHs in one side of the network and may leave the other
sides without CHs. So, the unfair distribution will reduce the sensors
lifetime because the distance between some of the sensor nodes and their
CHs become more than the distance between BS and these sensor nodes as
shown in Figure 15. The unfair distribution gives a probability of a CH
without members as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 14: The probability of no CH

4. The sensor nodes with low remnant energy have the same priority to be
a CH as the node with high remnant energy.
The CH death can occur before the end of the round as shown in Figure 17
causing lost sensed data and exhausting the batteries of the members due
to multiple ACK which reduces the network lifetime.

Figure 15: Unfair distance between the sensor nodes and their CHs in
comparison with BS
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Figure 16: The probability of unfair distribution

Figure 17: The probability of CH death

 An Energy Efficient Weight-Clustering Algorithm (WALEACH)
1. Eresidual/Einitial term does not solve the drawback of LEACH, TEEN, and
APTEEN which is “The nodes with low remnant energy have the same
priority to be a cluster head as the node with high remnant energy”
because it does not prevent the probability to generate a random
number less than Tnn (CH election condition) but, it reduces Tnn value
which reduces only the number of CHs in the network.
2. Kopt can increase Tnn to be greater than 1 which increase the probability
of “all nodes become CHs can occur” to be 1 as shown in Figure 18.
This problem can reduce the lifetime of the network rapidly because of
the communication with BS directly without clustering. Therefore, the
probability of unfair distribution becomes 1.
____________________________________________________________
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Figure 18: Number of CHs in each round of An Energy Efficient WeightClustering Algorithm

The deletion of Kopt term from Tnn formula enhances the algorithm
performance (it reduces the probability of all sensors become CHs in
comparison with LEACH, TEEN, and APTEEN) as shown in Figure 19 in
comparison with Figure 19, but the drawbacks of the LEACH, TEEN, and
APTEEN still exist

Figure 19: Number of CHs in each round of WALEACH after The deletion of
Kopt term from Tnn formula.
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 VLEACH
VLEACH remedies the probability of CH death before the round end
during steady-state phase, but VLEACH still has the same drawbacks of
LEACH, TEEN, and APTEEN at set-up phase (Network clustering).
Figure 20 shows VLEACH still has the drawback of LEACH, TEEN, and
APTEEN which is all sensor nodes become CHs at some rounds or
conditions as shown later.

Figure 20. Number of CHs in each round of VLEAC

 LL-HRP
LL-HRP overcomes the drawbacks of the previous protocols. It clusters
the network once during set-up phase as shown in Figure 21 and the
change of both CH and RCH depends on their lifetime during steady-state
phase only as shown in Figure 22. So, no probability of:
1. all sensor nodes become CHs
2. no CHs exist.
3. unfair distribution.
4. the nodes with low remnant energy have the same priority to be a
cluster head as the node with high remnant energy.
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Figure 21: WSN clustering using LL-HRP

Figure 22: Number of CHs in each round of LL-HRP
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B. Energy consumption
The design of algorithms for WSN is governed by the energy consumption
which is a main metric used to differentiate and compare between
different algorithms in WSN. The energy consumption depends on the
radio energy dissipation model of the sensor node as a transmitter and as a
receiver as shown in Figure 23 and its symbols definitions and values are
shown in table 1 which are standards [11]. The energy consumption
estimation depends on the propagation type between the transmitter and
the receiver. The propagation type is specified by d and d0 where d0 can be
calculated as shown in Eqh (4) [11].

(4)
For free space propagation: d≤do , γ=2, and ɛ=ɛfs=10pJ/bit/m2 while multipath propagation: d>do, γ=4, and ɛ=ɛmp=0.0013pJ/bit/m4. Also, the energy
estimation depends on the routing protocols parameters shown in table 2
which are used in the simulation. The suggested sensed data used in our
simulation is shown in Figure 24 until 500 values only to be clear in the
figure, but the total number of the sensed data used in our simulation are
until two millions values.

Figure 23: Radio energy dissipation model [11]

Figure 25 shows the comparison between different routing protocols
without data transmission in each round to show how the periodic CH
election process spends more energy consumption without data
transmission. As expected, WALEACH exhausted the battery of the
sensor nodes more than the other protocols causing the death of WSN
quickly in comparison with the others. The suggested enhancement, the
deletion of Kopt term from Tnn formula, denoted by (WALEACHenhanced)
____________________________________________________________
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as shown in Figure 25 prolongs the lifetime of the network more than the
other protocols except LL-HRP. LL-HRP does not suffer from the
network death as the other protocols. The change of CH/RCH periodically
spends more energy and delay time to send the sensed data, but the LLHRP does not obey to this rule. So, the network lifetime cannot be
estimated from the set-up phase for LL-HRP because of the dependence
on the steady-state phase rather than set-up phase to elect a new CH/RCH.
The energy consumption rate of VLEACH is the same as LEACH, TEEN,
and APTEEN which exhausted the sensor nodes of the WSN after
WALEACH but VLEACH prolongs the network lifetime more than them
as shown in Figure 25.
Table 1. The symbols definitions and values of radio energy dissipation model [11]

Table 2: The symbols definitions and values of the parameters used in the routing
protocols for network specifications [11]
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Figure 24: Sensed data values used in our simulation

Figure 25: Energy consumption comparison in the case of set-up phase only

Figure 26 shows the comparison between different routing protocols in the
case of both periodic CH election process and data transmission in each
round. WALEACH scores the highest energy consumption rate while LLHRP scores the least one. And also, The network lifetime is the shortest in
the case of WALEACH and the longest in the case of LL-HRP. Both
____________________________________________________________
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TEEN and APTEEN prolongs the network lifetime in comparison with
LEACH, VLEACH, and enhanced WALEACH in the case of both energy
consumption rate and WSN death. TEEN prolongs the network lifetime in
comparison with APTEEN although they have the same energy
consumption rate. And also, VLEACH prolongs the network lifetime in
comparison with both LEACH and enhanced WALEACH although they
have the same energy consumption rate. Finally, the enhanced
WALEACH prolongs the network lifetime in comparison with both
WALEACH and LEACH

Figure 26: Energy consumption comparison in the case of both set-up phase and steadystate phase

C. Number of alive nodes per round
Number of alive nodes per round is a metric used to show how many
sensor nodes in the network can sense the data from the surroundings in
each round. This metric indicates the rate of the sensor nodes death as
shown in Figure 27. In the case of set-up phase only, LL-HRP keeps all
sensor nodes without death which means that no lost data as shown in
Figure 27. WALEACH has higher rate of the sensor nodes death than the
others while its enhancement prolongs the sensor nodes more than the
others except LL-HRP. In the case of both set-up phase and steady-state
phase, the routing protocols except LL-HRP are close to each other with
____________________________________________________________
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respect to number of nodes per rounds as shown in Figure 28 while LLHRP prolongs the sensor nodes to a high level. The round number of both
first dead node and the last dead node are written down in table 3. It is so
clear from table 4 that LL-HRP does not suffer from the problem of sensor
nodes death in the case of set-up phase while the others suffer from this
problem. And also, LL-HRP prolongs the sensor node lifetime more than
the others in the case of both set-up and steady state phases.

Figure 27: Number of alive nodes per round in the case of set-up phase only
Table 3: Number of alive nodes per round comparison
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Figure 28: Number of alive nodes per round in the case of both set-up phase and steadystate phase

D. Number of lost sensed data
One of the metrics used in the comparison between routing protocols is
number of lost sensed data. The lost data occur during steady-state phase
because of CH/RCH death before the round end. Table 4 shows number of
times of each routing protocol lost data. These numbers do not refer to
number of bits, but they refer to how many times the network lost sensed
data from the sensor nodes due to CH death before the round end. Both
VLEACH and LL-HRP do suffer from this problem. VLEACH has
remedied this problem by using another node to send the sensed data of
the cluster in the case of CH death. LL-HRP has remedied this problem in
the cluster as shown later. WALEACH lost few data in comparison with
LEACH, TEEN, APTEEN, and enhanced WALEACH because all the
sensor nodes become CHs most of the time and no members in their
clusters. Although WALEACHenhanced is the enhancement of
WALEACH, it suffers from higher number from lost data than
WALEACH as shown in table 4.
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Table 4: Number of lost sensed data comparison

E. Throughput
Throughput is the ratio of total transmitted data sent successfully to BS to
the lifetime of the network. So, the throughput is the average number of
bits per round. The round number of the last dead node will be used
instead of the lifetime of the network. All the discussed routing protocols
do not depend on a threshold to send the data except TEEN, APTEEN,
and LL-HRP which scores the least throughput as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Throughput comparison in the case of both set-up phase and steady-state
phase
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It is so clear the effect of network lifetime on the throughput estimation as
shown in Figure 29. The throughput estimation refers to the data traffic in
each round. LL-HRP is the least one while TEEN scores less throughput
than both LEACH and APTEEN. WALEACH scores the highest one
while its enhancement scores higher throughput than VLEACH and less
throughput than LEACH.

4. Results discussion
The metrics used in the performance comparison are sensor nodes
distribution during set-up phase (Network clustering), energy
consumption, number of alive nodes in each round (First dead node and
Last dead node), number of lost sensed data, and throughput. The
comparison results show that LL-HRP overcomes the drawbacks of the
previous protocols. Also, the network lifetime is the shortest in the case of
WALEACH and the longest in the case of LL-HRP. LL-HRP does not
suffer from the problem of sensor nodes death in the case of set-up phase
while the others suffer from this problem. In addition, LL-HRP prolongs
the sensor node lifetime more than the others in the case of both set-up
and steady state phases. Finally, LL-HRP does not suffer from the lost
data problem due to CH death while the other routing protocols except
VLEACH suffer from this problem. So, LL-HRP approach enhances the
network performance. It enhances the clusters distribution and remedies
the drawbacks of the others. Although some of the discussed protocols
have compared with another protocols which are not discussed in this
paper, the public drawbacks of hierarchical routing protocols are not cared
except by LL-HRP.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper discussed different approaches used in the design of
hierarchical routing protocols. All these approaches introduced the
periodic CHs election except one which suggested to elect another CH
depending on the CH lifetime. These approaches are compared with each
other in the case of both set-up and steady state phases. The paper
introduces performance analysis for these protocols. The results show the
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preference of LL-HRP approach than the other approaches. LL-HRP
remedies the drawbacks of the periodic CHs election and enhances the
network lifetime
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الملخص باللغة العربية
الشبكات االستشعارية الالسلكية هي تتكون من العديدد مدن الساتدات االستشدعارية
التدي تددددق ادب البيا ددات السىتدة للددش مشد ب الشددبكةت هدست الساتددات االستشددعارية
تعتسد علش البطارية كسصدر طاقةت فلسلك تصسيم التانيات مبني علش توفير الطاقة
االستهالكيةت وأيضا ً اختيار برتوكول لتنظيم اب البيا ات داخب الشبكة عامب مؤثر
في عسر الشبكة ظدراً العتسادهدا علدش البطاريدة كسصددر طاقدةت هنداد العديدد مدن
البرتوكوالت الساترحة في هسا الشأن وتم دراسة األفكار السدتلفة التي تبندش عليهدا
تصسيم هست البرتوكوالت وماار تها مع بعضها البعض في هسا البىثت
تم توضيح األفكار السدتلفة بشرح البرتوكوالت السشهورة التي تتتددمها وتدم
ماار تها مع بعضها البعض باستدداق الاياسات السشهورةت هست األفكار تعتسد علدش
تاتيم الشبكة للش متاحات وكب متاحة يوجد مدير منتدب من أحد أعضداههات هدسا
السدير يناب البيا ات السىتة من قبب األعضا للش السش ب الرهيتدي للشدبكةت عسدب
التاتيم وطرق اب السعلومات وشروط الها تدتلف من برتوكول آلخرت فسنهم من
يعتسد علش توليد رقم عشواهي فدي تاتديم الشدبكة ومدنهم مدن يعتسدد علدش مدد بعدد
الساتات الالسلكية عنهات فسدن خدالل الساار دات تبدين أفضدلية البرتوكدول السعتسدد
علددش الطاقددة الستددتابلة عددن اسددتدداق األرقدداق العشددواهيةت وأيضددا ً عددال العيددو
السشهورة في البرتوكوالت الستتددمة لألرقاق العشواهية.
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Abstract
This paper presents two different polarization independent unit
cells for reflectarray antenna that are suitable for 5-G mobile
base-station applications and compares between them. The first
unit cell is composed of two concentric rings and a cross loop
inside and the second one contains three circular rings for
bandwidth enhancement. These reflectarrays are designed
around 28 GHz with 10×10 aperture dimensions. The unit
cells dimensions are 0.5×0.5. A pyramidal horn antenna is
used for the feeding purpose. The F/D ratio is taken as one. All
the simulation stages are carried on the CST microwave studio.
The simulation results show that the design with the UC2 gives a
better performance than the design with UC1 from the aperture
efficiency and the side-lobe level perspectives. Both designs
offer a good cross-polarization level.

1. Introduction
With the advances of printed circuit technology, microstrip antennas have
invaded the field of electromagnetics in the last decades. Microstrip
reflectarray antennas have been developed to take place of large reflector
antennas depending on printed circuit technology. The reflectarrays have
several advantages compared to the traditional reflector antennas [1].
Reflectarrays have low profile, weight, and cost. They allow beamforming
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in different directions. They can be adapted for several applications in
different frequency bands.
The main idea of reflecarrays depends on phase adjustment of discrete
elements. The design of a reflectarray antenna is based on the selection of
an appropriate unit cell of certain size to achieve the required polarization
[1]. The unit cell should be composed of some discrete elements that
resonate at closely related frequencies to span the required bandwidth. The
primary step to design a reflectarray is to create a phase diagram relating
the unit cell size or relevant controlling parameter to the phase of the
reflection coefficient by varying the unit cell size or controlling parameter
and calculating the phase using the infinite array approach. The resulting
phase diagram should preserve linearity as much as possible so that the
phase change will not be overly sensitive to the element change to
minimize the overall phase error in the array design [1]. The phase curve
must span at least 360oto make sure that the unit cell is suitable for the
design of a reflectarray antenna.
The reflectarray antenna consists of either a flat or a slightly curved
reflecting surface and an illuminating feed antenna. The feed to
reflectarrays is mostly performed with horn antennas. When the wave
impinges upon the reflectarray surface, each element performs a certain
phase shift corresponding to its size or geometry. The overall reflected
components from the surface now form the collimated beam in a certain
direction considered in the design process of the reflectarray. The
efficiency of the designed reflectarray depends on the horn aperture, the
array aperture, and the achieved gain [8]. This efficiency can be increased
largely with large arrays [2], but the problem reduces again to an
optimization process between the required specifications and the array
size.
Circular rings are frequently used in reflectarray antennas. Li et al.
presented an X- band reflectarray composed of 81 elements. The unit cell
in this array consists of two rings. It is a polarization independent array
[3]. Kalil et al. presented an Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) reflectarray antenna
for tag localization in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) applications.
This array consists of unit cells with two circular rings [4]. It works at 2.2
GHz. The array consists of 10×10 unit cells, and it achieved a high gain
pencil beam. Han et al. built a circular polarized high-gain X/Ka band
reflectarray composed of two layers with varying elements [5]. Their unit
cell is composed of a fixed-size single open-ring. The phase adaptation in
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the different unit cells is performed with the rotation of open rings.
Bialkowski et al. investigated the use of circular and square rings in the
unit cells [6]. They proved that circular rings give better phase responses
than square rings in terms of linearity. In addition, they proved that the use
of a single ring may not achieve the required 360 phase range. This
problem can be solved either with the incorporation of a Frequency
Selective Surface (FSS) or the addition of another ring.
This paper presents two solutions to solve this problem. The first one is to
use a unit cell with two circular rings with a solid cross inside. The second
one is to use three circular rings. Each element resonates at a certain
frequency leading to a wide bandwidth structure. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section II discusses the reflectarray design rules.
Section III presents the unit cells structures. Section IV gives the
reflectarray specifications. Section V gives the simulation results. The
concluding remarks are given in section VI.

2. Design of ReflectarrayS
The design parameters of the reflectarray are selected based on some
factors including the required polarization, loss, cost, operating frequency,
and required bandwidth. In addition, the required antenna gain is the main
parameter that governs the antenna size. Figures 1 and 2 show two circular
shapes suggested unit cell structures to build a reflectarray to work at 28
GHz for 5-G applications with loss specifications as shown in Figure 3.
Two reflectarrays are built upon these designs of unit cells and compared.
The arrangement of unit cells, their sizes and spacings are selected to
achieve the required gain and avoid grating lobes.
The circular shape of the unit cells is selected to achieve polarization
independence. The focal length of the array F is set to guarantee a 10 dB
illumination at the edge elements of the reflectarray [7]. The ratio between
the focal length and the antenna array edge F/D is the key factor that
determines both the taper and spillover efficiencies, [8]. Several design
rules are adopted for reflectarray design, one of which is the infinite array
design rule. In this design rule, each array element must satisfy the
following rule [1]:
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(1)
Where,

refers to the free-space wavenumber,

is the spacing

between the feed phase center and the reflectarray element center. The
vector
is the position vector that point from the reflectarray surface
center to the the reflectarray element center. The unit vector
the directionof the collimated beam. The integer number
selected. The phase shift achieved by each element is

points to
is arbitrarily

.

Phase curves are designed by varying the unit cell size and studying the
corresponding phase. From the designed phase curves the required unit
cell with appropriate size is selected at each position. Operation on the
linear regions of the phase curves shown in Figures 4 and 5 guarantees
constant delays for reflected wave from each element. This, in turn,
achieves phase collimation.

Figure 1: A UC1 configuration of RA. The dimensions of UC1 are (all in mm):
10.7/2,
,
0.2,
0.086,
0.086,
0.214,
0.214,
3.175,

2.95 and

2.2 ( Rogers RT 5880). UC refers to unit cell.
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Figure 2: UC2configuration of the reflectarray. The dimensions of UC 2 are all in mm,
10.7/2,
0.2,
0.1714,
0.214,

1.6 and

2.2 ( Rogers RT 5880).

Figure 3: Reflection loss versus frequency for both UC1 and UC2
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3. Unit cell structure
Some attempts have been presented to design polarization independent unit
cells. One of such attempts was that of Niroo-Jazi et al., who developed a
reflectarray containing polarization independent unit cells to work at 12
GHz [7]. This paper presents an extensiton to this unit cell that works at 28
GHz in addition to another simpler design of a circular unit cell to work at
the same frequency. The first unit cell based on Niroo-Jazi design contains
two circular rings with a cross loop as shown in Figure 1, but the substrate
is thick containing two layers with a foam layer also. The suggested design
to work at the same frequency range is simpler in the substrate and it
contains three rings eliminating the cross in the first design (See Figure 2).
The resonance frequencies of all elements, which are very close to each
other, govern the operating bandwidth.
In both designs, the sizes of the unit cells are selected from the linear
phase curves obtained for both TE- and TM-polarized waves with
incidence angles up to 30°. Figure 3(a) shows the reflection loss versus
frequency for both unit cells. From this figure, we can obtain the 10% and
20% bandwidths to be 612and 917 MHz for UC1 and 665 and 998 MHz
for UC2. UC2 gives a wider bandwidth than UC1, which is an important
factor for comparison. The dimensions of the unit cells are optimized for
linear phase variation for both TE- and TM-polarized incident angles up to
30°. The simulated phase of the reflection coefficient versus R in Figure 4
and Figure 5 shows a good linearity and insensitivity to polarization for
both unit cells.

4. Reflectarray Specification
The designed reflectarray contains 400 cells and its area is 10× 10. The
size of each unit cell is/2 ×/2. The type of feeding adopted is center
feeding with F/D = 1, which means that the feeding source is put 10 away
from the array surface. The feed horn used is a pyramidal horn with
aperture dimensions of (14×12.4×25) mm. The feeding waveguide is
WR28 waveguide. The horn gain is 12.1 dB at 28 GHz as shown in Figure
6. The E- and H-plane half-power beam-widths are 43.8° and 48.2°,
respectively. The simulation has been conducted with the CST Microwave
studio [9].
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Figure 4: The reflection phase response of the UC1 in case of
(a) TE-incidence, (b) TM-incidence.

Figure 5: The reflection phase response
of the UC2 in case of TE-incidence

Figure 5: The reflection phase response
of the UC2 in case of TM-incidence
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Figure 6: The geometry of linear polarized horn and the 3D gain at 28 GHZ

5. Simulation Results
Figures7 and 8 illustrate E- and H-planes of the radiation pattern of the
two designed reflectarray antennas at frequencies ranging from 26 to 29
GHz. These figures show that both designs offer a good cross polarization
level. Figure 9 shows the gain variation with frequency over the frequency
range of interest. This figure reveals a slight variation of the gain from 26
to 29 GHz. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize all arrays characteristics of
the frequency band.

6. Conclusions
The paper presented two polarization independent reflectarray antennas
suitable for 5-G mobile applications. These arrays have been built based on
the infinite array approximation approach with variable-size unit cells.
Simulation results revealed high gain-bandwidth product for both arrays
due to the use of rings resonating at closely spaced frequencies. The
designed reflectarray with UC2 gives better results from the side-lobe
levels and the aperture efficiency perspectives. Moreover, the design with
UC2 is simpler than the design with UC1 as it has a single layer substrate,
which makes the realization easier.
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Figure 7: Radiation pattern of the RA antenna with UC1from 26 GHz to 29GHz
(a) E-plane (b) H-plane
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Figure 8: Radiation pattern of the RA antenna with UC2 from 26 GHz to 29 GHz
(a) E-plane (b) H-plane.
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Figure 9: Realized gain of the RA antenna over the frequency band

Table 1: Radiation Pattern Characteristics for the reflectarray with UC1

Table 2: Radiation Pattern Characteristics for the reflectarray with UC2
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Figure 10: Reflection coefficient for the reflectarray antenna.
(a) Antenna with UC1 (b) Antenna with UC2.
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الملخص العربى
ب ددد ذب ع كسددلذ معيدد ذ دد ذ
وذقذ د ذ د هذ

ذب

يقدد هذاددلبذب تصددمذن دديديد ذم يدد ي ذ ي ددي

مصط ذبالستقت لذب خ صلذب جد ذب خ مسذم ذخ م ذب د ن ذب خمد

ب تصددمذاسبسددلذ م د ب ذب تل دددلذ م د ذم د ذب ي ددي تد ذب يقتددى تد ذب تي د ابذ م د ذ
د ب ذب تل ددلذ
دد ذ
ذ

ل صىذاب ىيلذمطت لذ ذشم ذاقب ىذشىيطدلوذقذ د ذظه دى ذب

دد ب ذب تل دددلذمددلذنددددىذظبعدد اذب

ب يقتى ددلذظابخذخطددد ذ مط د سذب خدد اذب

ب تل دددلوذذقذيتسدددذظ د ذب ت دديديد ذب تسد بلذمق س ددلذبد خىذقذ د ذظه ددى ذب لتد

ظابخبذمد د بذ م د ذم د ذب ت دديديد ذم د ذملة د سذب مي د خ ذقذب مسدديذمي د ذي ي د ذبمم دددلذ
ب د ذب ع كسلذ د ذمصطد ذبالسدتقت لذ
.ذ تصسد ذب ابخ

ذب

بستخ بهذب ت يددذب بسطذ ذم ي
مجد ذب خ مسذم ذشتم ذب ن ذب خم
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Abstract
Steganography is defined as the art and science of embedding data
in a cover object without leaving a remarkable track on the cover
object, in other words it is the study of invisible communications. It is
usually dealing with the methods of hiding the existence of data to
be transmitted in such a way that, it remains confidential. The main
objectives of steganography are high capacity of the hidden data,
perceptual
transparency
(invisibility),
temper
resistance,
undetectability, computation complexity and robustness. It is
classified into three categories which are; pure (no key), secret key,
public key steganography. According to the type of the cover object,
there are different types of steganography which are; image, audio,
video, network and text. In the image steganography, the secrecy
can be achieved by hiding data into the cover image and generating
the stego-image. According to the embedding techniques, there are
different techniques of steganography which are those embedding
in the spatial domain (substitution method), those embedding in the
transform domain (frequency domain), spread spectrum techniques,
distortion techniques, masking and filtering techniques, and cover
generation techniques. Each of these techniques has its strengths
and weaknesses for different algorithms. This paper presents a
review of these techniques; the different algorithms, concepts,
advantages and disadvantages. The steps of the different
algorithms of these techniques will presented in details, with a
comparison between all these techniques. The different applications
of steganography, the attacks, and the robust image steganography
against attacks are presented. Lastly, the future and the novel
trends in steganography are presented.
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1. Introduction
There are many different digital image processing algorithms whereas;
data hiding is considered as one of the most important algorithms. Data
hiding is the art of embedding data for various purposes such as;
maintaining private data, secure confidential data and so on. The most
common techniques that used for data hiding are; steganography and
watermarking; steganography is an ancient well-known technology, which
has many applications even in today’s modern society. It is the art and
science of embedding a secret message within a cover media in such a
way that, only intended recipient has knowledge about secret message and
the extraction of it at its destination. Cover media can be image, audio,
video, text or network. It is concerned with transmitting a secret message
while embedding its existence. The word "steganography" is derived from
the Greek words “steganos” which meaning “covered” and “graphie”
which meaning “writing” that defining it as “covered writing” [1, 2].
Watermarking is the process of inserting a low energy signal (the
watermark) into a high energy one (visible or invisible), without any effect
on the main signal features. A good watermarking technique should satisfy
four requirements; robustness, imperceptibility, security and capacity [3,
4]. Cryptography is the science of enabling secure communications
between a sender and one or more recipients. It is not concerned with
embedding the existence of a message, but it converts the plaintext to
cipher text by using encryption key at the transmitter and decrypts the
cipher text to plaintext at the receiver. The word cryptography is derived
from the Greek word “kryptos”, which meaning “hidden” [4, 5].
In these days, the communication happens in every growing area. All
people wants the particular safety and secrecy of the communicating data.
In our lifestyle, many secure pathways like telephone or perhaps internet
to transfer and share data are used, but it may not be protected at a certain
level. So that to share data in a very much more hidden fashion,
cryptography and steganography approaches should be used [6]. In
cryptography, an encryption key which is known to both transmitter and
receiver is used to modify the data to an encrypted form. This data cannot
be accessed in anyplace without making use of the particular encryption
key, however the encrypted data transmission may easily arouse attacker’s
suspicion, and the encrypted data can be intercepted, attacked or perhaps
decrypted strongly. So that to overcome the drawbacks of cryptography
approaches, steganography approaches are actually used [7]. Table 1
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presents a comparison between the steganography, watermarking and
cryptography approaches [8]. The main purpose of steganography is
actually hiding data in a cover object, so that others will not be capable to
identify it, the main purpose of watermarking is actually copyright
preserving and the main purpose of cryptography is actually protecting the
content of messages [9]. Figure 1 shows the data hiding scheme.

Figure 1: Data hiding scheme
Table (1): Comparison of Steganography, Watermarking and Cryptography

The data hiding applications of the systems ranges over a broad area of
military, intelligence agencies, online elections, internet banking, medicalimaging and so on. These varieties of applications make the
steganography to be an important topic to be studied. The cover object is
usually chosen with taking into consideration, the size and the type of a
secret message and the different formats of carrier file that can be used.
____________________________________________________________
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 introduces
the basic structure of steganography; the types, the terminologies, and the
factors affecting on the steganography. Section 3 presents the different
categories of steganography. Section 4 discusses the various techniques of
steganography. Section 5 presents the different applications of
steganography. Section 6 discusses the robustness of image steganography
against attacks. Section 7 presents the future and a novel trend for
steganography techniques. Finally, section 8 introduces the conclusions

2. Basic Structure of Steganography
The steganography is not only the art of embedding data, but also
embedding the fact of sending of the secret data. It embeds the secret data
in another file in such a way that only the recipient knows the existence of
message [11].
The main equation of steganography is:
Stego object Cover object+ Secret message+ Stego key

(1)

The hidden data is the secret message that one wishes to send secretly.
The stego key is used to control the embedding process to restrict the
detection and /or the recovery of the hidden data to parties who know it.
Figure 2 describes the different branches of steganography in security
domain [8, 10].

2.1 Types of Steganography
According to the type of the cover object, there are five types of
steganography techniques [12].
Figure 3 shows the types of
steganography.
Image Steganography: In this technique, the cover object is an
image, and the pixel intensities of this image are used to hide the secret
message [13].
2. Video Steganography: In this technique, the digital video is used as a
cover object to hide any kind of files or information. Generally, the
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) alters the values which are used to
embed the data in each frame in the video, which are not detected by
the human eye. The video formats that used in video steganography
____________________________________________________________
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are H.264, Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG), Mp4, AVI or any
other formats [13, 14].
3. Audio Steganography: In this technique, the audio is used as a cover
object for data hiding. Due to the voice over IP (VOIP) popularity, the
audio has become very significant medium. The digital audio formats
like AVI, WAVE, MPEG, or MIDI can be used for audio
steganography [13, 15].
4. Text Steganography: In this technique, the text is used as a cover
object for data hiding. Hiding data in a text is a most important
method of steganography. The method is used to embed a secret
message in every nth letter of every word of a cover text. Because the
text files have a small amount of redundant data, text steganography is
not used very often [13, 16].
5. Network Steganography: In this technique, the network protocol is
used a cover object, and this type is known as a network protocol
steganography. In the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) network
layer model, the steganography can be performed in unused header
bits of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/ IP)
fields [17].

Figure 2: Steganography in Security Domain
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Figure 3: Types of Steganography

2.2 Terminologies of Steganography
Steganography consists of two main terms; a secret message and a cover
object. Secret message is the secret data to be hidden, while cover object is
the carrier that embeds the secret message in it. Figure (4) shows the basic
steganography diagram [18]. After embedding the secret message into the
cover object, the resultant object is known as a stego-object, while key
used for hiding or extracting the secret messages from cover objects and
stego-objects, is called a "stego key".

Figure 4: Steganography Diagram

2.3 Factors Affecting on the Image Steganography
Techniques
The effectiveness of image steganography approaches is determined by
comparing the stego-image with the cover image. The actual factors
determine the efficiency of an image steganography approaches are
generally [18, 19]:
1. Robustness: The ability of hidden information to keep intact
regardless of whether the stego-image undergoes transformations.
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2.

3.

4.
5.

For example, sharpening, linear and non-linear filtering, addition of
random noise, blurring, scaling, shifts, rotations, decimation,
cropping, or even lossy compression.
Imperceptibility: This describes the invisibility of an image
steganography and the ability of the steganography approaches to be
able to embed messages in an undetected way in which there is noone to view almost any visible distortions or even artifacts inside the
carrier file. This therefore helps prevent drawing suspicions along
with obscures the fact that a secret communication is usually
occurring. Because it is the first and foremost requirement, since the
strength of steganography lies in its capability to possibly be
undetected by the human eye.
Payload Capacity: It refers to the amount of secret data which
might be embedded inside the cover object without damaging or
even distorting it. In image steganography, it is very important to
hide as much as possible data inside the carrier image devoid of
which makes it blurry, devoid of raising its brightness, along with
devoid of changing its size. This has to be a key element in making
the embedded information imperceptible and the carrier image
innocent along with unsuspicious. Watermarking normally hides
only a small amount of copyright data, whereas, steganography
focuses on embedded communication and therefore have sufficient
hiding capacity.
Computational Complexity: This describes the computational cost
of hiding and recovering of the secret data.
Mean Square Error (MSE): It is defined as the mean squared
difference between a new stego-image and a cover image. The actual
image steganography approache is usually more efficient, as the
MSE is smaller. MSE can be computed by taking summation of the
squared differences of all pixels and then dividing by the total
amount of pixels. If IC and IS are the cover image and stego-image
respectively, the MSE is calculated using the following equations
[19]:
MSE 

1 N 1 M 1
2
  [ I S (i, j )  I C (i, j )]
MxN i 0 j 0

 MSE( R)  MSE(G)  MSE( B) 
MSERGB  

3



(For Grayscale Images)

(2)

(For color Images)

(3)
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Where M is the number of rows and N is the number of columns in
the cover image.
6. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): It is defined as the quality
measurement between the cover image and stego-image. The greater
values of PSNR represent the better quality of the stego-image. The
value of the PSNR is computed using the following equation [19]:
 C 2 max
PSNR  10 log10 
 MSERGB






(4)

Where Cmax holds the maximum value in the original images.
7. Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC): It can be used as a metric
to evaluate the degree of similarity (or dissimilarity) between the
stego-image and the cover image. The NCC is calculated using the
following equation [20].
N 1 M 1

NCC 

  C (i, j ) . S (i, j )

i 0 j 0

N 1 M 1

2
  C (i, j )

(5)

i 0 j 0

Table 2 summarizes the best image steganography measures [18, 19].
Table 2: Measures of Image Steganography Algorithm

3. Categories of Steganography
Steganography can be classified into 3 categories which are [21]:
1. Pure steganography (or No Key Steganography - NKS): It is the
simplest and weakest category of steganography in which, the secret
message is directly hidden into the cover object without any encryption.
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The success of this hidden communication depends on the assumption
that, parties other than the intended receivers (attackers) are not aware
of the existence of the secret message [22]. Figure (5) shows the pure
steganography.

Figure 5: Pure Steganography

2. Secret key steganography (SKS): In this form of steganography, both
the receiver and sender have common agreed secret keys. The secret
message is hidden into and extracted out of the stego-image using these
keys. The keys can be separately shared between both parties using
some confidential channel prior to the actual transmission starts. The
strength of this system is its higher security. Parties other than the
intended receiver cannot retrieve the secret message or require a very
high computational time and maximum power to retrieve it applying
some brute force methods, in the case that they suspect the presence of
the secret information. The robustness of this system lies with the
secrecy of the keys and the difficult part in this method is about, how to
share the keys between the sending and receiving parties maintaining
their secrecies [22]. Figure (6) shows the secret key steganography.

Figure 6: Secret Key Steganography

3. Public Key Steganography (PKS): This methods use both public and
private keys to hide the secret information. The key benefits of this
system are its robustness as well as it is an easy key management. The
method is robust because the parties other than the intended receivers
need to know both the private and public keys used for embedding in
addition to the encryption algorithms used, in order to be able to extract
the hidden information [22].
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Table (3) summarizes a comparison between different categories of
steganography [23].
Table 3: Comparison between Different Steganography Categories

4. Techniques of Image Steganography
Techniques of image steganography are divided into the following
techniques [24, 25]:
1. Substitution methods: the redundant parts of a cover can be
substituted with a secret data.
2. Transform domain techniques: hide a secret message in a transform
domain of the image.
3. Spread spectrum techniques: follow the ideas of spread spectrum
communication.
4. Distortion techniques: embed data by signal distortion and then
measure the deviation from the cover object in the decoding stage.
5. Masking and Filtering: embed data by marking the cover image.
These techniques hide the data in the more significant regions than
embedding it into the noise level.
6. Cover generation methods: do not embed messages in a randomly
chosen cover-objects, but create covers that fit a message that need to
be hidden.
These steganography techniques will be explained in more details as
follows:____________________________________________________________
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1. Substitution methods:
These methods are known as "a spatial domain methods". There are
different algorithms of these methods, all directly change the redundant
bits in the image pixel values in embedding the secret message. The Least
significant bit (LSB) based steganography can be considered as one of the
most important algorithms that embeds a secret message in the LSBs of
pixel values without leaving any perceptible distortions. The changes in the
LSBs of the pixels are imperceptible for human eyes [26]. These
techniques are classified into the following algorithms:
A. Least significant bit (LSB): The Least Significant Bit (LSB) is most
well-known algorithm to hide a secret text in an image. The LSB
embedding algorithm replaces the LSBs of the pixels of the cover
image by the bit stream of the secret text to be hidden. The stegoimage is almost similar to the cover image because the change in the
LSBs of image pixels does not introduce too much difference in the
image [27]. If the LSB of the pixel value IC(i, j) is equal to the
message bit m to be embedded, IC(i, j) remain unchanged; if not, the
LSB of IC(i, j) is set to m. The stego-image is obtained according to
the following formula [28].
I C (i, j )  1

I S (i, j )  I C (i, j )
I (i, j )  1
 C

LSB (IC (i, j))  1 and m  0
LSB (IC (i, j))  m
LSB (IC (i, j))  0 and m  1

(6)

where LSB (IC(i, j)) stands for the LSB of IC(i, j) and m is the next bit
to be embedded. In the case of 24-bit images, three bits can be
embedded in each pixel by changing a bit in each color component.
Given three adjacent pixels (9 bytes) with the RGB encoding as
follows [28].
10010101 00001101 11001001
10010110 00001111 11001011
10011111 00010000 11001011
To embed the number 400, with a binary representation is (110 010
000), into the LSBs of the above part of the image (9 bytes), we get
the following new 9 bytes:
10010101 00001100 11001001
10010110 00001111 11001010
10011110 00010000 11001010
____________________________________________________________
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The number 400 is hidden into the grid, only 4 bits need to be
changed according to the message to be embedded. This means that,
only 50% of pixels of an image are needed to be modified to embed a
secret message in the case of full capacity (the number of bits in the
secret message equals to the number of pixels in the cover image).
Using the human eye, it will be hardly to notice the difference
between the cover image and the stego-image [28].
B. Pixel value differencing (PVD): Based on the fact that the human
vision is sensitive to the slight changes in the smooth regions, while in
the edge regions it can be tolerate more severe changes. The PVDbased algorithm is used to enhance the embedding capacity without
leaving obvious visual distortions or artifacts into stego-images. In
this method, two consecutive pixels (the pixel and its neighbor) are
selected for hiding the secret message. The larger the difference
between the two consecutive pixels, the more secret bits can be
hidden. Usually, PVD-based approaches can achieve more
imperceptible results compared with those typical LSB-based
approaches with the same capacity of embedding. Payload can be
determined by checking the difference between the two consecutive
pixels and it serves as basis for identifying whether the two pixels
belongs to an edge area or smooth area. Based on extensive
experiments and analysis, the most existing PVD based algorithms
perform bad in resistance to some statistical analysis even with a low
embedding capacity [29, 30].
Firstly, the cover image is segmented straight into non-overlapping
blocks, each has two consecutive pixels (pi and pi+1). In each block,
the difference value di can be computed by subtracting pi from pi+1.
All difference values are range from -255 to 255. Therefore, the
absolute of difference values |di| range from 0 to 255. The blocks with
large difference values locate in the sharp edged area, while the
blocks with small difference values are in smooth area. In the PVD
algorithm, a range table has been designed with n contiguous ranges
Rk (where k=1,2,…,n), and the range is 0 to 255. The upper and lower
bound are denoted as uk and lk respectively, then Rk∈ [lk,uk]. The
actual width of Rk is computed as wk=uk-lk+1.wk, decides how many
bits can be embedded in a pixel block. For security purpose Rk is kept
as a variable. Therefore, the original range table is required to extract
the hidden data. The actual steps of the embedding algorithm are as
follows [29, 30]:
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1. Compute the difference value (di) of the two consecutive pixels pi
and pi+1 for every block in the cover image, this is given by di =
|pi+1 – pi |.
2. Calculate the optimal range, where the difference lies in the range
table by utilizing di. This is calculated as Ri = min (uk – di), where
uk ≥ di for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
3. Calculate the number of bits (t) to be embedded in a pixel block
which can be defined as t =⎿log2 (wi)⏌, where wi is the width of
the range in which, the pixel difference di is actually that belong.
4. Read t bits from binary secret message as well as convert it directly
into its decimal value b. For instance if t=011, then b=3.
5. Compute the new difference value (di') which can be given by di' =
li + b.
6. Modify the values of pi and pi+1, using the following formula:
(pi

(pi
(pi ' , p i+1 ' )  
(pi
(pi


+ m/2 , p i+1  m/2),
 m/2 , p i+1  m/2),
 m/2 , p i+1  m/2),
 m/2 , p i+1  m/2),

if p i  p i+1 and d i ' > d i
if p i  p i+1 and d i ' > d i
if p i  p i+1 and d i '  d i

(7)

if p i  p i+1 and d i '  d i

Where, m = |di' – di|. The pixel pair (pi',pi+1') will be acquired soon
after hiding the secret message directly into pixel pair (pi,pi+1). Step 1
– 6 are usually repeated until all secret message are hidden into the
cover image, and the stego-image is formed.
When extracting the actual embedded data from the stego-image, the
original range table is needed. Firstly, the stego-image is actually
segmented into pixel blocks, each contains two consecutive nonoverlapping pixels. The difference value is actually calculated for
each block as di' = |pi' – pi+1'|.Then, the particular range Ri of di' can be
found, and b' can be obtained by subtracting li from di'. By converting
b' into its binary of ‘t’ bits, where t =⎿log2 (wi)⏌, these t bits which
might be the actual inserted data are generally obtained from the
actual pixel block (pi',pi+1') [29, 30].
C. Edges based data embedding method (EBE): Canny edge detection
algorithm embeds secret data into the pixels, which can make in the
extracted edges of the cover image. The secret message might be
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almost any type and they are basically hidden into the three LSBs of
the pixels of the cover image, and not in all pixels, only within the
pixels that are part of the edges that detected by the algorithm of edge
detection [31]. The actual edge area can tolerate more changes than
smooth area, so the robustness will increase using this technique but
the payload capacity is less because non-edge area pixels are not used
for embedding data. To improve payload capacity hybrid edge
detector technique is developed in which the combination of both
canny and fuzzy edge detection techniques is used. In this technique,
different amount of data bits are embedded to edge-pixels and nonedge pixels but this technique is applyed only to gray scale image
[31].
D. Random pixel embedding method (RPE): In this algorithm, the
data is embedded randomly i.e., the data is embedded in some pixels,
selected randomly for increasing robustness against attack. Last two
bits of each random position pixel are used for embedding the
message. These random pixels are generated by using Fibonacci
algorithm [32].
E. Mapping pixel to hidden data method (PMM): This technique is
utilized to map the data (not hide or embed it) through adapting the
particular the gray level values of the image pixels. This method uses
the idea of even and odd numbers to map the message within an
image, which is a one-to-one mapping between the selected pixels in
an image and the binary data. A set of pixels from a given image are
selected depending on a numerical perform. The gray level values of
these pixels are generally reviewed along with weighed against the
particular bits which is to be mapped inside the image [33].
F. Labeling or connectivity method: The morphological processing
starts at the peaks in the marker image in addition to spreads
throughout the remaining of the image in line with the connectivity of
the pixels. The connectivity defines which pixels are connected to
other pixels. A group of pixels that connected depended on
connectivity types is called an object [34].
G. Pixel intensity based method: In this particular method, the hiding
pixels are generally determined depend on any exact function which
in turn is dependent upon the pixel intensity value of the seed pixel as
well as the 8 neighbors are generally determined in counter clockwise
path. Just before hiding, a verification may be carried out to find out
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whether the determined hiding pixels or even their neighbors lies in
the boundaries of the image or even certainly not. Information hiding
is carried out simply by mapping each two or even four bits of the
secret data within each of the neighbor pixel depended on some
features of that pixel [35].
H. Texture based method: In this technique, the secret and host images
are divided into blocks of specific size and each block in secret image
is taken as a texture pattern for which the most similar block is found
among the blocks of the host image. The embedding procedure is
carried on by replacing these small blocks of the secret image with
blocks in host image in such a way that least distortion would be
imposed on it [36, 37].
I.

Histogram shifting methods: In this method, the crucial information
is embedded into the image histogram. Pairs of peak points and zero
points are used to achieve low hiding distortion with respect to
providing low data hiding capacity [39, 40].

In [27], the author used the histogram and statistical analysis methods to
possibly identify an image with embedded data. The existing LSB
steganography algorithms embed the secret message into the cover image
by replacing directly the LSBs of the cover image by the bits of secret
message. For increasing the hiding capacity, two or more bits in each
value can be used to embed messages without introducing a detectably
degradation of the cover image. Although there are several types of LSB
hiding methods, these LSB steganography methods have certain
limitation, the embedded data is converted into another format which
causes the embedded data to be lost.
In [28], the authors present a novel steganography approach to increase
the security of the data embedded in a color image. They have used LSB
insertion method that hides the bits of a secret message into the LSBs in
the red channel of the pixels within a cover image. The pixels are selected
by using a random number generator. It is commonly seen that the
changes in the LSBs of the color cannot be detected due to noise that is
presented in the digital images by the human visual system. The central
idea of the proposed method is to increase security, so that, the data is
hidden only into the red channel of the image. They have also explained
the method that extracts the hidden message at the receiving end using a
key. The proposed method combines both the preferences and the
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resistance to the visual and statistical attacks for a large size of data to be
hidden in a cover image.
In [29], the authors firstly analyze the common limitations of the original
PVD and its modified versions, and then propose a more secure
steganography algorithm based on a content adaptive scheme. In this
method, a cover image is firstly partitioned into small squares. Each
square is then rotated by a random degree of 0, 90, 180 or 270. The
resulting image is then divided into non-overlapping embedding units with
three consecutive pixels, and the middle one is used for data embedding.
The number of hidden bits is depending on the differences among the
three pixels. To preserve the local statistical features, the sort order of the
three pixel values will remain the same after data hiding. Furthermore, the
new method can firstly use sharper edge regions for data hiding
adaptively, while preserving other smoother regions by adjusting a
parameter. The experimental results which are evaluated on a large image
database, show that their method achieves much better security compared
with the previous PVD-based methods.
In [30], the authors have used PVD method for secret message hiding in
the red, green and blue components of every pixel in the color image,
although after they utilize the PVD algorithm as image steganography
scheme, the pixel values in the stego-image may perhaps exceed the range
0~255. This overflow problem has been eliminated for every component
pixel. Additionally, the authors have utilized different number of bits in
different pixel channels for giving a lot more security. It will be very hard
to trace, what is the number of bits are hidden in a pixel of the stegoimage. The results obtained in the proposed algorithm provide excellent
visual quality of stego-image compared to the traditional PVD algorithm.
In [31], the author suggests an image steganography algorithm in line with
the Canny edge detection algorithm. That algorithm is designed to embed
a secret message within the pixels of a cover image that comprise the
limits associated of objects discovered in the image. Additional
specifically, the three LSBs of each color channel of the pixels found by
the Canny edge detection algorithm as part of the edges in the cover image
are replaced by the bits of the secret message. The algorithm will be
parameterized through several variables: the size of the Gaussian filter, a
low tolerance value, along with a high tolerance value. These variables
can certainly generate different results for the same input image and secret
message. The effects involving trials demonstrated some sort of
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simulation tool code known as GhostBit, which in turn intended to cover
and uncover secret message using this algorithm.
In [32], the authors have proposed some new techniques of embedding a
text message in an image based on randomization. They also have
compared the actual and embedded images with histograms and computed
the MSE and PSNR.
In [33], the authors proposed an enhanced technique that provides a better
PSNR with good embedding capacity and better imperceptible quality.
The proposed approach is based on four modules; mapping rules, set
classifier method, pixel selection method, and minimum differencing
function to hide data within an image. This method works by selecting a
set of pixels; map secret data into these selected pixels according to
mapping rules and produces new stego pixel value after mapping secret
message according to the minimum pixel difference function. This
integrated proposed approach provides more security to secret data, as
without knowing the mapping rules and locations of pixels, no one could
extract the secret data.
In [34], the authors have presented an algorithm of steganography in the
gray image. This particular algorithm converts each character of the
message into binary, finds the black locations of the gray image (dark) by
transforming the original image into binary image intended for labeling all
physical objects of the image through thinking about the 8 connectivity,
and then changes these images to RGB images in order to find black
locations. Because each collection associated with a gray color turns into
RGB color, in addition to black degree of gray image is located, if the
gray image is very lighting, the histogram will be modified manually to
get the black locations. Finally, every 8 pixels associated with black
locations has become considered as a byte and the binary value of each
character has become put in low bit of each byte which has recently been
developed manually by through black locations pixels to increase the
security of the steganography algorithm.
In [35], the authors have improved the Modified Kekre’s Algorithm
(MKA) which is based on LSB method. The improved scheme increases
the embedding capacity while retaining the good quality of stego-image as
good as MKA. Experimental results show that, the improved scheme
outperform the original comparative scheme especially in capacity of
hidden data bits.
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In [36], a new algorithm for image steganography based on the texture of
the cover image have been introduced. The algorithm consists of two
stages; in the first stage, the authors divide the cover image into an
isolated regions and then cluster these regions to determine the parts with
the highest frequencies, and then these parts are used as a region to hide
the message. The authors proposed a new algorithm to embed each byte of
message individually in each row of that region. In the second stage
(extraction stage), they divide the stego-image and clustering the parts to
determine the highest frequencies and then apply the extracting algorithm
to extract the message.
In [37], the authors present a steganography algorithm which allows the
image process to recognize the segments of the cover image which might
be fewer probable to discover the embedded message using visual attacks.
The selected regions are classified as the segments as their feel is actually
inhomogeneous, this is due to these segments are originally noisy and too
difficult to detect the additional data. Since, the pixels, where the message
is embedded, depend on the features of the cover image, and also the
steganography algorithm turns into adaptive.
In [38], the histogram shift-based steganography uses the peak point of the
cover image to embed the secret message. The authors propose a
steganalysis method based on an effective peak location algorithm (PLA)
to detect the histogram shift-based steganography. In the proposed
method, three effective features were first derived from the four
consecutive bins of the histogram of the test image. The minimum sum of
the proposed features is compared with a predefined threshold to
determine where an image is stego or cover.
In [39], a novel prediction-based reversible steganography scheme based
on image inpainting was used. In the proposed system, the reference pixel
is chosen adaptively according to the distribution characteristics of the
image content. In the existing systems, only one secret image was hidden
in the original image, but in this system, firstly the cover image was
divided into two blocks of pixels such as b1 and b2. In the first block (b1)
secret image was embedded and in the second half (b2) a secret text was
hidden. After hiding the secret data in the two blocks the corresponding
blocks are merged together and the stego-image is formed.
The general advantages of spatial domain techniques are [18]:
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1. Low degradation of the cover image.
2. More information can be hidden in an image; this means high hiding
capacity.
3. Less Complex.
The general disadvantages of spatial domain techniques are [18]:
1. The hidden data can be lost with image manipulation; this means less
robust.
2. Simple attacks can easily destroy the hidden data.
3. The hidden message may be segmented on a part of image.
4. Depends on the format of the image.
Table (4) summarizes the performance comparison of different spatial
domain techniques [40].
Table 4: Performance Comparison of Different Spatial Domain Techniques.

2. Transform Domain Techniques:
These techniques are known as "a frequency domain techniques". These
techniques tend to be difficult strategies of embedding data in an image.
Various transformations on image and many algorithms are used to embed
data in it. In these kinds of methods, the secret message is hidden in the
transform domain of the image. Transform domain hiding might be termed
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as a domain of hiding techniques for which often numerous algorithms are
already proposed [41]. The process of hiding data in the transform domain
of a signal is quite a bit stronger than hiding in the spatial domain. Right
now, a lot of the steganography methods operate within the frequency
domain. These techniques, offer an advantage over a substitution
techniques as they embed data in regions of the image which have been
much less encountered to image processing, cropping, and compression.
Some of the frequency domain techniques may well outrun lossless and
lossy format conversions, this means the independency on the image
format. Different transformations and algorithms are utilized on the image
to order to embed data in it. Transform domain techniques are classified
into [42, 43].
A. Discrete Cosine Transformation Technique (DCT): The particular
DCT is definitely an orthogonal transform with regard to digital
image processing and signal processing with strengths like high
compression ratio, very good information integration capacity,
smaller bit error rate, and also agood synthetic effect of calculation
complexness. The particular DCT makes it possible for an image to
become partioned into various frequency bands that is the high, the
middle and also the low frequency bands thus, turning it into easier to
choose the band in which the secret message will be inserted. The
previous work reveals that, typically the middle frequency bands are
selected due to the fact that hiding the information in a middle
frequency band doesn't scatter the secret message to most visual
important parts of the image i.e. the lower frequencies and also it do
not overexpose them to eliminate through compression and noise
attacks where the higher frequency components are targeted.
Although a number of the steganography techniques hide the secret
message in the DC component, many techniques use the comparison
of middle band DCT coefficients to hide a single bit of data into a
DCT block [44, 45]. The DCT is similar to the particular Fourier
transform, however it utilizes simply real arithmetics. Additionally, it
possesses simply real frequency domain coefficients in addition to
incorporates totally positive frequencies. The 2D DCT S(u,v) for an
image s(x,y) of size M  N can be given by [44, 45]:
S (u, v) 

2
MN

M 1N 1

Cu Cv   s( x, y) . cos(
x 0 y 0

 (2x  1)u
2M

 (2y  1)v

)cos(

2N

)

(8)
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1 / 2
Cu  Cv  
0

uv0
otherwise

(9)

where x,u = 0 to M – 1 and y,v = 0 to N – 1, s(x, y) is the pixel
intensity at the image location (x, y), and S(u, v) is the DCT
coefficient at the transform position (u, v).
B.

Discrete Fourier Transformation Technique (DFT): The DFT based technique is
similar to the DCT based technique but it utilizes the Fourier transform instead of
cosine transform which makes it lack resistance to strong geometric distortions.
Although, it increases the overall complexity of the process [45, 46]. The DFT of
time domain value f(x, y) for the image of size M x N can be defined as [45, 46]:-

F (u, v) 

1
MN

M 1N 1

  f ( x, y) . e

-j2  (

ux vy
 )
M N

x 0 y 0

(10)

where u = 0, 1, 2, …. , M – 1 and v = 0, 1, 2, …. , N-1. Similarly,
the inverse DFT (IDFT) is used to convert frequency component to
the time domain value, and can be defined as [45, 46]:f ( x, y) 

1
MN

M 1N 1

  F (u, v) . e

u 0 v 0

j2  (

ux vy
 )
M N

(11)

The Fourier transform makes a complicated number valued output
image and this can be exhibited with two images, often with the real
and also imaginary part or perhaps with magnitude and phase.
C. Discrete Wavelet Transformation Technique (DWT): A wavelet is
a small wave which often oscillates in addition to decays in a time
domain. The DWT is a computationally productive method in
computer science. Wavelet analysis will be effective since it performs
local analysis in addition to multi-resolution analysis. To analyze a
signal at various frequencies with multi-resolutions is referred to as
"multi-resolution analysis" (MRA). This technique transforms the
item within wavelet domain, processes the particular coefficients after
which it works inverse wavelet transform to represent the original
format of the stego-object [47, 48].
D. Integer Wavelet Transformation Technique (IWT): Since the
DWT enables independent processing of the resulting components
without significant perceptible interaction concerning these, for this
reason it truly is anticipated to create the process of imperceptible
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hiding more effective. Nonetheless, the particular utilized wavelet
filters have floating point coefficients. So, if the input message
includes sequences of integers (as in the case for images), the
particular resulting filtered results don't contain integers, which won't
let best reconstruction of the cover image. Nonetheless, with the
introduction of wavelet transforms that map integers to integers the
particular result might be fully characterized with integers [49 – 51].
E. Discrete Curvelet Transform Technique (DCVT): Curvelet
transform may be the new member of the evolving family of
multiscale geometric transforms. Since it represents the edges better
than wavelet, Curvelet transform has a powerful strategy to the issues
linked to image steganography using wavelets in addition to DCT
[52].
In [43], the frequency domain methods embed data in insensitive areas of
the cover image that make them more robust against attacks. DCT/DWT is
used to transform cover image from spatial domain to frequency domain.
The secret image or information is then hidden into the transform domain
coefficients. Different wavelet filters can be used for embedding secret
image in these frequency components. This paper compares hybrid
transform domain techniques for different wavelet filters for embedding
secret image into cover image. The algorithms are compared for PSNR
which is a measure of the difference between the cover image and the
stego-image.
In [44], the DCT based steganography approache is suggested which
provides a high impedance against the image processing attacks like JPEG
compression, rotation, noise, translation, etc. In this method, the secret
message is hidden in the middle frequency band of the DCT blocks, which
carry the low frequency components while the higher frequency sub-band
components remain unutilized. Secret message is concealed by modifying
the DCT coefficients of the image and by utilizing the secret key. Secret
message can be recovered using the same secret key without any
knowledge of the cover image. The performance analysis shows that this
technique of steganography is robust.
In [45], it is suggested to utilize the Discrete Fractional Fourier transform
(DFrFT) as a main tool in image processing for data embedding approach.
A comparative study of steganography in spatial domain and frequency
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domain based on DFT, DCT, and DFrFT is made. PSNR and MSE of
cover image and stego-image are used as performance index and it is
found that among three frequency domain methods DFrFT based
steganography gives better results in terms of PSNR and MSE and also
provide more security for communication. The results show that, the
suggested approach provides more security, better PSNR and lower MSE
of cover image and stego-image.
In [46], the authors suggested an approach to collect the characteristics of
both image enhancement and image steganography. Tests have been
implemented on various still images.
In [47], an excessive capacity and also safety steganography utilizing the
DWT is suggested. The wavelet coefficients of both the cover and
message images are generally fused into one image utilizing hiding
toughness parameters alpha and also beta. The cover and message images
are generally pre-processed to reduce the actual pixel range to make
certain that, the message can be extracted accurately at the desired
destination. It is observed that, the capacity and also safety are generally
are increased with acceptable PSNR in the suggested algorithm compared
to the current algorithms.
In [48], authors proposed a technique to hide a secret image with larger
size than that of a cover image securely. The main aim here is the absolute
invisibility of the large size secret image. The secret image is firstly,
scrambled by using Arnold transformation. Haar DWT is then applied on
the cover image and transformed the secret image, followed by Alpha
blending operation, then the Haar IDWT is applied to obtain the stegoimage. At the receiver side, firstly the cover image is obtained from the
stego-image, then the Haar DWT is applied on the cover image and the
stego-image followed by an alpha blending operation. The Haar IDWT is
applied on the resulting image, then the secret image is obtained. The
proposed method does not require the sender to send the cover image to
the receiver for obtaining the secret image. The performance of the
suggested method is investigated by computing the PSNR, the MSE and
the NCC between the cover image and the stego-image. The experimental
results demonstrate that the effectiveness and accuracy of the suggested
method.
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In [49], integer wavelet transform can be performed on a grayscale cover
images and in turn hides the message bitstream into the LSB's of the
coefficients of the IWT of the image. The main purpose of this work is to
improve the hiding ability and minimize the distortions that occurring to
the stego-image. The refinement of the algorithm plays an important role
for accomplishing higher embedding capacity and low distortion rate. The
experimental results prove that, the performance metric like the PSNR can
be improved in a high manner, also the proposed algorithm has a very
good invisibility and a high capacity.
In [51], the secret messages are usually hidden in the 1-level Haar IWT
utilizing the coefficient difference scheme which is acquired through a
PVD technique. The secret messages are usually hidden on the difference
values of the two adjacent wavelet coefficients. The experimental results
show that, the suggested method can easily provide better performance
than the current methods which usually employ the Haar IWT and the
PMM in term of the maximum capacity as well as the imperceptibility.
In [52], the authors suggested an adapted high-capacity image
steganography algorithm depended on the curvelet transform with an
acceptable levels of invisibility as well as distortion in the cover image
and the high level of overall safety.
The general advantages of transform domain techniques are [18]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Less chance for removal or loss of the hidden data.
Information is distributed over the whole image.
Provides much higher flexibility for hiding data.
Typically independent of the image format.

The general disadvantages of transform domain techniques are [18]:
1. Greater understanding of the embedding domain required.
2. Careful selection of embedding coefficients is required as it can cause
degradation of image.
3. Higher computational complexity.
4. Relatively low embedding capacity.
Table (5) summarizes a performance comparison of different transform
domain techniques [40].
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Table 5: Performance Comparison of Different Transform Domain Techniques

3. Spread spectrum techniques:
The spread spectrum encoder can be considered as the core of the spread
spectrum image steganography (SSIS). The function of these devices is to
modulate the narrow band signal over a carrier. The frequency of the
carrier will be continuously shifted using a pseudorandom noise generator
feed with a secret key. In this way, the spectral energy of the signal will be
spread over a wide band, thus decreasing its density, usually under the
level of noise. To recover the hidden message, the receiver ought to use
the same secret key and the noise generator to tune on the right
frequencies and detect the original signal. A casual observer won't be able
even to recover the embedded communication, since it is under the noise
level [53].
The general advantages of spread spectrum techniques are:
1. They are usually quite robust.
2. They are widely utilized in military applications because of its
robustness against detection.
3. High capacity as well as a low ease of detection.
The general disadvantages of spread spectrum techniques are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Less security.
Provides only image steganography.
Fewer users friendly.
Does not provides compression and file security.
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4. Distortion Techniques:
These techniques need some knowledge of the cover image throughout the
detecting process where the decoder operates to check for dissimilarities
between the cover image and the distorted cover image in order to hide the
secret data. The encoder gives a sequence involving alterations to the
cover image. Thus, data will be identified as being hidden simply by
signal distortion. Employing this approach, a stego-object is created by
making use of a sequence involving modifications towards the cover
image. This sequence of modifications is utilized to check the secret data
that required to be sent [54]. The information will be encoded on pseudorandomly picked pixels. If the stego-image is different from that of the
cover image at a given information pixel, the bit is a “1”, otherwise, the bit
is a “0.” The encoder could modify the “1” value pixels ordinary way that
will, the statistical properties of the image will not be impacted. Even so,
the necessity for transmitting the cover image limits the advantages of this
approach. In a steganography technique, the cover image should never be
utilized more than once. In the event that an attacker tampers while using
the stego-image by scaling, cropping, or rotating the receiver can be easily
extract it. Occasionally, if the data is encoded with error correcting
information, the change could even be reversed and the original
information can be extracted [54].
The general advantages of distortion techniques are:
1. Improved embedding efficiency.
2. Good imperceptibility.
The general disadvantages of distortion techniques are:
1. Sending the cover image along with stego-image is needed.
2. Less security and robustness.
3. Low embedding capacity.

5. Masking and Filtering Techniques:
These techniques embed data by marking the image, in the same way as to
the paper watermarks. These techniques hide the message in the more
significant areas than just embedding it into the noise level. The embedded
data is more integral to the cover image. Steganography techniques can be
____________________________________________________________
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utilized without the fear of image destruction due to the lossy compression
as they will be more incorporated into the image [54].
The general advantages of masking and filtering techniques [18, 55]:
1. Much more robust than LSB replacement with respect to
compression, since the data is embedded in only the visible parts
of the image.
The general disadvantages of masking and filtering techniques [18, 55]:
1. These techniques applied only on the gray scale images (8-bits)
and restricted to the color images (24- bits).

6. Cover Generation Techniques:
In contrast to almost all hiding techniques presented above, when secret
data is added to a specific cover object by applying a hiding algorithm,
some steganography applications can generate a digital object only to be a
cover object for secret communication [23].
The general advantages of cover generation techniques are:
1. High imperceptibility.
2. High embedding capacity.
The general disadvantages of cover generation techniques are:
1. Less robustness.
Table (6) summarizes a comparison between all image steganography
techniques in terms of different factors or measures which affecting on the
different techniques.
Table 6: A Comparison of Different Steganography Techniques
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5. Applications of Steganography
Steganography can be utilized in various applications such as [27]:
1. Copyright Protection, where a secret copyright notice can be hidden
inside an image to recognize it as intellectual property. Furthermore,
when the image is distributed or sold, a recognition of the recipient and
time stamp can be hidden to recognize potential pirates. Example of
copyright protection is the smart ID cards, where the personal data are
hidden in the image itself for copyright control of materials.
2. Medical imaging, where the details of a patient can be hidden within an
image to achieve a protection of the private data of the patient and to
minimize the time and cost of transmission.
3. Online voting system, making the online election being safe as well as
robust against a variety of fraudulent behaviors, regarding data
embedding in nations around the world wherever cryptography is
actually disallowed.
4. Secret Communications, in numerous scenarios, sending some sort of a
cryptographic information attracts undesirable attention. The utilization
of cryptographic technologies might be not allowed or perhaps
constrained for legal reasons. Nevertheless, using steganography does
not advertise covert communication and therefore avoids critique on the
sender, message, and also the recipient.
5. Feature Tagging, time stamps, where captions, annotations, and also the
additional illustrative aspects can be embedded inside an image,
including regions in a map or some names of individuals in a photo.
Copying the stego-image also copies each of the embedded features
and only the parties who contain the decoding stego-key should be able
to recover in addition to check out these features.
6. Defense organizations for secure circulation of secret message, and
military and intelligence agencies.
7. Improving mobile banking safety.
8. Tamper proofing to prevent or perhaps detect the unauthorized
adjustments.
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6. Robust Image Steganography Against Attacks
6.1 Attacks
Attacks on images can be possible in image steganography like image
manipulation attacks, statistical attacks, visual attacks etc. The wellknown attacks on stego-images are compression attack, cropping of stego,
resizing the stego, noise addition, brightness attack can be possible in
steganography. Attacks are mainly categorized into six types, which are
[56]:
i. Stego-only attack: the stego-image is only available for analysis.
ii. Known cover attack: the cover image and stego-image are both
available.
iii. Known message attack: at some point, the particular embedded data
becomes recognized to the attacker. Analyzing the stego-image for
patterns that are corresponding to the hidden data may be beneficial
for future attacks against that system. Even with the message, this
may be very hard and could even be regarded corresponding to the
particular stego-only attack.
iv. Chosen stego attack: the steganography algorithm and stego-image
are known.
v. Chosen message attack: the actual stego expert creates a new stegoimage by a number of steganography algorithms from a selected data.
The goal in this particular attack is always to decide matching patterns
in the stego-image which could specify the utilization of a particular
steganography algorithms.
vi. Known stego attack: the steganography technique is known and also
both the cover image and stego-image are also available.

6.2 Robust Image Steganography
As explained in sections 1 and 2, both the steganography and
cryptography are data hiding techniques that used for a secure
communications over insecure channel. In a robust image steganography,
the combination of both (steganography and cryptography) is used for
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obtaining a much higher security. The cryptography is used inside the
steganography process, so it’s called as dual steganography [57]. Firstly,
the text message is encrypted into cipher text and then this cipher text is
embedded into an image by any of the image steganography techniques
which are explained in section 4.
The basic model of a robust image steganography is shown Figure (7).
Here, the secret data is firstly converted into encrypted form and then this
encrypted information is used as secret data, which will be hidden inside
the cover image with the help of an embedding algorithm and finally the
stego-image is formed which is same as a cover image in human
perceptible way. The common cryptography algorithms used are RSA
(Rivest Shamir Adelman), DES (Data Encryption Standard), AES
(Advanced Encryption Standard), and Diffie Hellman. Sometimes a stegokey is also used to make the communication more secured. This key can
directly be given by the sender and used during the embedding algorithm.
The stego-key must be known at both transmitter and receiver side. Thus
using cryptography along with steganography, secret information can be
easily communicated with high security, which is more secured way of
using steganography [58].

Figure 7: Robust Image Steganography Model

7. The Novel Trends for Steganography Techniques
The new trends in Steganography include the following topics:
 Still efforts have to be made to increase the embedding capacity and
maintain secrecy.
 Efforts can be made to hide text files having more size than image size.
 Security of the scheme can be improved by using advanced
cryptography techniques and also improve the efficiency by using data
compression techniques.
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 Steganography techniques based on model-preserving principles which
are designed by finding a model for cover images, and embedding
modifications are done in such a way that this model is preserved.
 Embedding technique known as pixel value difference technique
(PVD). In this technique, the image is divided into non-overlapping
blocks of adjacent pixels which are randomly selected, and data is
embedded into each of its pixels.
 Adaptive edge LSB technique.
 In hiding behind corners (HBC) technique, corner pixels are used to
contain hidden data. Data is embedded by using simple LSB
substitution.
 Edge adaptive image steganography technique is based on LSB
matching revisited.
 Achieve the above cases by hardware implementation using FPGA.

8. Conclusions
There are many different digital image processing algorithms whereas;
data hiding is considered as one of the most important algorithms. Data
hiding is the art of hiding data for various purposes such as; maintaining
private data, secure confidential data and so on. The different securities
and data hiding techniques are used to achieve image steganography. This
paper reviews the most common steganography techniques, presenting a
survey of these techniques; different embedding and extracting algorithms,
concepts, and the advantages and drawbacks of each algorithm. The
considered techniques are; spatial domain, Transform domain, spread
spectrum, masking and filtering, distortion and cover generation
techniques. The steps of the different algorithms of these techniques are
presented in details, with a comparison between the algorithms of each
technique, and a final comparison between all the techniques is presented.
The wide range of image steganography applications are considered. The
different attacks are presented in addition to presenting a robust image
steganography technique which called "dual image steganography" that
based on both cryptography and steganography. The new trends in
steganography are also introduced.
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مسح للتقنيات المختلفة المستخدمة فى إخفاء الرسائل السرية
عماد الشاذلى* ،صافى أحمد شحاته* ،رفعت محمد فكرى* أسامه زهران**،
سيد العربى* ،محمد الكردى**
* القسم الهندسى – مركز البحوث النووية – هيئة الطاقة الذرية
** قسم هندسة اإللكترونيات واإلتصاالت الكهربية – كلية الهندسة اإللكترونية – جامعة المنوفية

يعرف علم إخفاء البيانات والمعلومات والرسائل السرية على أنه فه وعلهم إخفهاء
البيانههات فههى غطههاء مهها دون أن تتههرأ أأ أ ههر ملحههو علههى هههذا الغطههاءو وبعبههار
أخههره هههو دراسههة لالتصههاالت غيههر مرئيههة .إخفههاء البيانههات والمعلومههات عههاد مهها
تتعامل مع طرق إخفاء وجود للبيانات المرسهلة بالطريقهة التهى تحهافع علهى سهرية
إنتقالهههاو أه أنه ها تحههافع علههى السههرية بههي طرف هى التواصههل .األهههداف الرئيسههية
إلخفاء المعلومات هي القدر العالية على إخفاء كمية كبير م البياناتو الشفافيةو
اإلدراأ الحسي (الخفي)و مقاومة المزاجو عدم امكانية االكتشافو تعقيد الحسابات
والمتانة .وتصنف هذه التقنيات إلى ال ة فئات هى -:النقيو إستخدام مفتاح سرأو
إس هتخدام مفتههاح عههام .بالنسههبة لنههو الغطههاء المسههتخدم يوجههد أنههوا مختلفههة هههى
الصور والصوت والفيديو والشبكات والنص .في حالهة إسهتخدام الصهور كغطهاء
إلخفاء المعلوماتو يمك أن تتحقق السرية ع طريهق إخفهاء البيانهات فهي صهور
الغالف وتوليد الصور ( .)stegoبالنسبة للتقنيات المختلفة المسهتخدمة فهى إخفهاء
البياناتو هناأ تقنيات مختلفة تستخدم إلخفاء المعلومهات منهها طهرق اإلخفهاء فهي
المجال المكاني (طريقهة االسهتبدال)و طهرق اإلخفهاء فهي مجهاالت التحويهل (مجهال
التردد)و تقنيات الطيف المنتشرو تقنيهات تشهوي و تقنيهات التر،هي و وأيضها تقنيهات
توليد الغطاء .كل نو م هذه التقنيات لدي مواضع القو والضهعف لخوارمميهات
مختلفة لها .يقدم هذا البحث إستعراضا لهذه التقنيهاتو الخوارمميهات المختلفهة لكهل
تقنيههةو المفههاهيمو المزايهها والعيههو و خطههوات الخوارمميههات المختلفههة .يقههدم البحههث
أيضهها مقارنهههة بهههي كهههل ههههذه التقنيهههاتو التطبيقهههات المختلفهههة إلخفهههاء المعلومهههاتو
الهجمهههاتو الطهههرق القويهههة إلخفهههاء المعلومهههات ضهههد الهجمهههات .وأخيهههرا يعهههر
االتجاهات الجديد في إخفاء المعلومات.
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Abstract
This paper illuminates how to maximize the power extraction
from wind energy system. This paper compare between two
techniques for maximization the power. A method is presented
based upon power signal feedback using fuzzy controller. The
performance of the controllers design methodology is finally
presented through a wind energy conversion system to
maximize the extraction of power from wind energy (WE)
system.

1. Introduction
Huge exhaustion of fuel and growing concern in environment protection
from using fossil fuel and nuclear energy sources. A lot of renewable
power generation sources like wind energy, solar energy, wave energy,
hydro power and more developed systems depend on hydrogen. Wind
energy conversion systems is the fastest growing energy technology in the
world. Wind energy changes throughout the day. The performance output
power depends on the accuracy of tracking the peak power points by the
maximum power point tracking )MPPT) controller.
In this paper, we will deal with variable-speed wind energy conversion
systems (VS-WECS) with induction machines [1]–[3], squirrel cage
induction generator (SCIG) [4], [5], which we will control on it to
maximize the power efficiency. To achieve this goal the tip-speed-ratio of
turbine must be keep at its desired value, in spite of, variations of wind.
We deal with how can extract maximum power from available wind by
suitable algorithm, and there is no methodical way for finding sufficient
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stability condition and good performance. In the last years, there is
significant research effort in control design for wind energy conversion
systems [6-11]. Fuzzy logic control of generator speed was used [12]. The
advantages in using fuzzy logic controller against conventional PI
controllers are pointed out in better response to frequently changes in wind
speed. Ref. [6] shows the problem of output power regulation of fixedpitch variable-speed wind energy conversion systems. Ref. [7] introduced
an integral fuzzy sliding mode control. Ref. [8] maximize energy capture
by determining the optimal rotor speed. In [9-11] pitch control was
employed to capture a maximum energy from the wind.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the wind
energy conversion system model. Two techniques is presented for
maximum power in Section III. In Section IV, presents the proposed
controller design and its stability considerations. Simulation is concluded
in Section V. Finally, Section VI states the conclusions.

2. WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM MODEL
This part demonstrates the wind turbine model by presenting the dynamic
model of the wind turbine generator unit. Depending on the generation
system, the SCIG used as generator in wind turbine. SCIG wind turbines
are coupled to the wind turbine rotor via a gearbox and linked to the grid
by inverters to match the frequency of the power supply grid and its
voltage. A wind energy system can be explained by a model that includes
the modeling of the whole wind turbine. The wind energy system model is
clarified by the equations of each of the wind turbine-generator units,
meaning the turbine, the drive train, the induction generator, the control
system and the grid, as is shown in Fig.1. The exhaustive representation of
the wind farm elements is given in [13].
A. Wind turbine model
The aerodynamic torque and the mechanical power of the wind turbine are
given by [14-16]:

Tm =0.5 Cp (λ, β) ρπR2νs3/Ωl
Pm = Tm Ωl=0.5ρπR2 νs3 Cp (λ, β )

(1)
(2)
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Where, ρ is the air density, R is the radius of the turbine, νs is the wind
speed, Cp(λ,β) is the power coefficient, λ=Ωl R/ νs is the tip speed ratio
and Ωl is the turbine speed. Seeing as the maximum Cp(λ,β) is obtained at
a nominal tip speed ratio of λ=λopt, the control system should adapt the
turbine speed at λopt to achieve maximum power. At this rotational speed,
the maximum turbine power Pm,max and the torque Tm,opt result in Cp, max
being the maximum power coefficient. So Figure 2 shows the relation
between λ and Cp (λ,β). The power extracted from the wind is limited in
high wind speeds, by varying pitch of the rotor blades. The maximum
power coefficient achieves at bitch angle =0.

Fig.1: Diagram of the single wind turbine model

Fig.2. Power coefficient Cp versus tip speed ratio

The control is done with a PI controller which must take into
consideration limitations in blades’ pitch angle and slew rate and the
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristic [17]. The power coefficient Cp is a
function of the tip speed ratio λ and the pitch angle of rotor blades β, but
for controlling SCIG wind turbines, Cp is a function of only λ, since β
stays fixed in these turbines.
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B. Drive train model
There are many types of generator as permanent magnet synchronous
generators (PMSG), squirrel cage induction generators (SCIG) and doubly
fed induction generator (DFIG).We prefer using squirrel cage induction
generators (SCIG) in order to these advantageous since it is relatively
inexpensive, robust, and require low maintenance. The SCIG connected
with the drive train through the gear-box gathering the Low-Speed Shaft
(LSS) to the High-Speed Shaft (HSS). By canceling the viscous friction,
this interaction can be showed as [13]:

 s T T
h dt
n m g
d

J

h

(3)

g

d
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l

T 
m

g



i

T

g

(4)

Where, Tg is the electromagnetic torque, Ωh is the rotor speed of the
generator, Ωh=ng Ωl , ng is the gear ratio, ηs is the gear efficiency and Jh
and Jl are the inertias at the high-speed shaft and low-speed shafts,
respectively, which are computed as
J h   s ( J1  J wt ) / ng2  ( J 2  J g )

(5)

Jl  s ( J1  J wt )  ng2 ( J 2  J g ) /s

(6)

Where, J1 and J2 are the inertias of the multiplier gears; Jwt and Jg are the
turbine and generator inertias, respectively.
C. Generator model
The squirrel cage machines work close to the angular synchronous speed
with a very small slip. These squirrel cage induction machines are the least
expensive and simplest technology comparing with wounded rotor and
permanent magnet machines. The electrical equations of a SCIG
expressed in a direct (d)-quadrature (q) coordinate reference frame
rotating at synchronous speed ωs are the following [18]:
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Where, isd, isq, ird and irq are the stator and rotor current (d, q) components,
respectively. Vsd and Vsq are the stator voltage (d,q) components. Ls, Lr, Lm are
the stator self-inductance, the rotor self-inductance, and the stator-rotor
mutual inductance, respectively. Rs and Rr are the stator and rotor resistances,
ωs is the stator field frequency and ωs=np Ωh is the speed in electrical radians
per second where np is the number of pole-pairs and Ωh the rotor’s
mechanical speed. The electromagnetic torque of the stator windings is:
T  1.5n L (i i
g

p m sq rd

i i )

(8)

rq sd

The active and reactive powers of induction generator can be expressed by:

P  1.5(V i  V i ) , Q  1.5(V i  V i )
g

sd sd

sq sq

g

sq sd

sd sq

(9)

D. Power converter
The power converter is a standard IGBT-based voltage source controller
(VSC). The nominal power of the power converter is equal to the nominal
power of the generators that it has to control at maximum power point
tracking conditions

3. THE MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING
TECHNIQUES
In this section we explain the difference between hill-climb search
technique and power signal feedback technique for extraction maximum
power from wind energy system.
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A. Hill-climb search (HCS) control
The HCS technique seeks for the extraction of maximum power of the
wind turbine. The tracking method, based on the locality of the operating
point and relation between the changes in power and speed, calculate the
desired signal to drive the system to the maximum power point. Figure 3
shows the meaning of HCS control for tracking maximum power points.

Figure 3: HCS technique for maximum power

HCS control of SCIG WECS are demonstrated in [19, 20]. HCS used a
controller for MPPT control. In this method, the controller, using O/P
power as input generates at its output the desired rotor speed. The
increasing or decreasing in output power due to an increment or decrement
in speed is estimated. If change in power is positive with last positive
change in speed, the search is continued in the same direction. If, on the
other hand, increasing in speed causes decreasing in power obtained, the
direction of search is reversed.
B. Power signal feedback (PSF) control
In the PSF control, we must have knowledge of maximum power curve
of the wind turbine, and achieve this curve by suitable controller. This
curve can be obtained by off-line experiment on individual wind turbines
or reference power is generated by using the mechanical power equation
of the wind turbine where wind speed or the rotor speed is measured.
Figure 4 displays the block diagram of a WECS with PSF controller for
maximum power extraction.
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Ωh

Ωh

Fig.4. block diagram of power signal feedback

In [21], the turbine maximum power equation is used for obtaining
reference power for PSF based MPPT.
Pm (max) = 0.5Cp(max)(λopt,β) ρπR2νs3

(10)

The PSF control block generates the reference power Pm (max) using Eq.
(10) which is then applied to the controller. It can be seen that there is a
maximum power coefficient Cp (max). If Cp (max) =0.48,the maximum value
of Cp is achieved for β=0o and λopt. A variable speed wind turbine follows
the C p (max) to capture the maximum power up to the rated speed by
varying the rotor speed to keep the system at λopt.

4. THE PROPOSED CONTROLLER
Applying fuzzy controller on wind energy conversion system using HCS
and PSF technique for more stability under variation of wind speed. We
apply the proposed controller on the two previous techniques to clarify
which of them gives good result with fuzzy controller.
A. Fuzzy PI controller
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) have been lately introduced in the tracking
of the MPP in PV systems [21-24]. The fuzzy controller has four main
elements:
i. the“rule-base” supports the knowledge, in the form of a group of
rules, of how best to control the system;
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ii. The inference mechanism adjust which control rules are very
related at the current time and then decides what is the suitable
input.
iii. The fuzzification interface simply modifies the inputs so that they
can be interpreted and compared to the rules in the rule-base.
iv. the defuzzification interface converts the conclusions reached by
the inference mechanism into the inputs to the plant (crisp value)
[22].
In our Mamdani controller
i.
ii.

iii.

We use the error and change of error as inputs. Output is the torque
applied on generator
The second step, inference rules, where the fuzzified variables are
compared with predefined sets in order to get the appropriate
response.
The last stage is defuzzication of the rules in order to obtain the
crisp values of the duty cycle perturbations.

A.1. Hill climb search technique by fuzzy controller
We use the error of speed and change of error as inputs. Output is
reference torque applied on generator.
The variable inputs are expressed as linguistic variables denoted
NL(Negative Large), NM(Negative Medium), NS(Negative Small),
ZO(Zero), PS(Positive Small), PM(Positive Medium), PL(Positive Large).
The fuzzification of the input variables by triangular MFs.
Table 1 shows the fuzzy rules for track the maximum power point.
The input variables and the control O/P for tracking of the maximum
power point are illustrated in Figure 5 to Figure 7.
A.2. THE PROPOSED POWER signal feedback by fuzzy
control
This technique use error between power reference power and change of
error as inputs. Output is reference power.
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The variable inputs are linguistic variables as NL(Negative Large),
NM(Negative Medium), NS(Negative Small), ZO(Zero), PS(Positive
Small), PM(Positive Medium), PL(Positive Large).The fuzzy rules is the
same in Table1 and the input variables and the control O/P are like in
Figure 6 to Figure 8 with other ranges.
Table 1: Fuzzy rules of HCS method

Figure 5: membership function of error

Figure 6: membership function of change of error
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Figure 7: membership function of control signal

5. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We introduce the comparison between four cases and show which
technique approved the maximum power extraction. By applying the wind
speed profile in Figure 8. PSF by fuzzy control verify the largest value in
power coefficient≈0.48 which displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Wind speed profile
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Figure 9: Power coefficient profile

In Figure 10 Tip speed ratio for more stability and maximum value≈7 for
PSF by fuzzy controller. Figure 11 and Figure 12 record the rotor
rotational speed and generator speed, respectively. The most value of
active power extraction clarified in Figure 13. Figure 14 listed the reactive
power profile.

Figure10: Tip speed ratio profile
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Figure 11: The trajectory of rotational rotor speed

Figure12: The trajectory of generator speed
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Figure13: The trajectory of active power

Fig.14 The trajectory of reactive power

The results explain the performance of proposed PSF fuzzy control
technique. This control can secure the stability of the system and can
maximize the power coefficient at 0.48 as in Figure 10. The integral term
in PI fuzzy controller guarantees a system at zero steady-state tracking
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error for the reference inputs. Achieving maximum active power. With
variation of wind speed system can keep stability that make system more
robust.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented fuzzy controller for the maximum power point
tracking of a wind energy conversion system. It is an effective optimal
control for improvement of the performance of a variable-speed wind
energy conversion system, for a squirrel-cage induction generator-based
wind energy conversion system, the controller has successfully maximized
the extraction of the wind energy. This was verified by the high power
coefficients achieved at all the time.
Wind energy conversion system has been studied to illustrate the
stabilization and robustness properties of the proposed fuzzy controller.
The resulting PSF fuzzy controller is more efficient of tackling variable
wind speed systems compared with the hill climb search technique. In
addition, larger stability regions can be guaranteed
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الحصول علي أقصي قدرة من طاقة الرياح باستخدام طرق متعددة
ي يبتتي ب تتخ ب
تتتن تتت نل

صتتتن

يتتخص ا بحث ت قتتن بين تتي ت ت ط ي ت يبخ ط ي يبتتي قتتاست بحخ ت
تتتس

نتتتحيط بحن تتتي ط حص

بحبتتت نل بححخيكتتتي لح ظتتتو حصن تتتي

ظي تتط يي تتي بح يتتيق تخنث تتط نتتحيط بحخنث ب ت ط صتتن تتس ط تتط ب تتسب
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بححخ كم نحي ي يبي بححخ كم بحخبص ي ي يبي بححخ كم بحغ حن
PI conventional control and PI fuzzy control
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Abstract
This paper introduces two techniques to control systems. We
introduce two methods for achieving maximum power.
Appropriate conditions for the stability of system are drawn
depend on perturb & observer (P&O) and Mamdani fuzzy logic.
We present which of these techniques can extract maximum
power under high disturbance. The proposed controllers design
methodology are finally proved through a photovoltaic to
maximize the Photovoltaic (PV) system.

1. Introduction
Our world suffers from reducing of energy in a high degree. Solving this
problem is being by renewable energy. Photovoltaic energy (PV) takes
part a pivotal grade; cause why its use has been high spread [1]. However
of this, a PV generator has two difficult problem:
1) The load must equal PV conductance of the PV generator to ensure
the maximum power transfer [1, 2].
2) The PV system faces external disturbances like temperature and
solar irradiation [3].
Tracking the maximum power point (MPP) of a photovoltaic module/array
is an important task in a PV control system, to maximize the PV module's
efficiency [4]. However, the MPP locus varies over a wide range,
depending on varying temperature and radiation intensity. Many
techniques have been proposed Three Point Weight Comparison [5, 6],
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Constant Voltage (CV) [7], Incremental Conductance (IC); it is an
alternative to the P&O method and based on differentiating the PV power
with respect to voltage and setting the result to zero [8], Short Current
Pulse [9], Open Circuit Voltage [10];this method is based on the voltage
of PV generator at MPP which is approximately linearly proportional to its
open circuit voltage, the Temperature Method [11] which uses the
temperature to determine the MPP voltage, and methods derived from it
[11]. These techniques are easily implemented and have been widely
adopted for low-cost applications.
Thus, an MPPT can reduce the overall system cost. Perturb-and-Observe
(P&O) is the most commonly used. However, P&O has some restriction
like it fails under high changing environment conditions [12, 13].
On the other hand, speed and accuracy are considered as the principle
parameters depend on some other methods like fuzzy logic (FLC) and
classical stability analysis methods for fuzzy systems have been presented
[14-17], but FLC methods need stability and performance analysis. To
achieve the MPPT under strict theoretical analysis, the TS fuzzy modelbased control is applied.
In this paper, we explain the work that presented in [12-17] for showing
the difference between two methods and which of them can overcome the
disturbances.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the solar
power generation system model. In section 3 shows the MPPT strategy
and we present MPPT using traditional methods; (P&O), Mamdani fuzzy
logic Simulation is concluded in section 4. Finally, section 5 states the
conclusions.

2. PV SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Photovoltaic array:
The solar power system considered depends on a photovoltaic array and a
DC/DC buck converter. A schematic overview of the PV energy system is
shown in Figure 1 [18].
The PV panel array consists of ns - series cells and np parallel solar cells. I
and V are the current and the voltage from PV array. If internal shunt and
____________________________________________________________
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series resistances are neglected according to their small values, the
characteristic equation of current-voltage of a PV array can be described
by a diode and a light-generated current source.

Figure 1: The PV configuration energy system

The PV array output current is written as the next equation [19]:

(1)
np and ns are the number of the parallel and series cells
=q/(pKT),
with
C is the electronic charge,
is the
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the cell temperature, p is an ideality factor,
and
are respectively the photocurrent and reverse saturation current
which are presented by
(2)
(3)
Where,
is the short-circuit cell current at reference temperature and
radiation and
is the reverse saturation current at the reference
temperature Tf ,
is the short circuit current temperature coefficient and
β is the solar radiation in Watt/
, is the band-gap energy of the
semiconductor used in the cell. The power generation of the PV array
[19]:
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(4)
At the maximum power point and by taking the partial derivate of the
power array with respect to the PV voltage we have:
(5)
(6)
Because of the high nonlinearity, the maximum power point is hard to be
solved from (6). For this reason it is difficult to get MPPT by ordinary
methods.

2.2 DC/DC buck converter:
When a direct connection is made between the pv array and the load, the
PV output module is rarely maximum and the operating point is not
optimal [20] .To solve this problem, it is necessary to insert an adaptive
device, an MPPT controller with a DC–DC converter, between the source
and the load [21]. The Buck DC-DC converter is used so in order to adjust
the array photovoltaic to the voltage range.
In a Buck Converter:
During ‘OFF’ Mode:-

Figure 2: buck converter at off mode
From KVL
From KCL
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=

,

(7)

During ‘ON’ Mode:-

Figure 3: buck converter at on mode

From KVL
From KCL

=

,

(8)

At discontinuous conduction mode
From KVL
From KCL

=

,

(9)

Where, v is the voltage of PV array and iL is the current on the inductance
L.R is the resistances of the load and the battery,
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Figure 4: Relation between voltage and PV power
From (6) the maximum power is achieved at point when slope dPpv/dvpv=0
so Figure 4 shows the maximum power point at constant temperature with
changes in irradiating amount.

3. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING (MPPT)
CONTROLS
3.1 MPPT algorithm:
The power from PV arrays as in (4) the photocurrent and reverse
saturation current, respectively are given by (2), (3) and the power slope
by (6) [22].
When the power slope dPpv/dvpv=0, the system operates at the maximum
power generation. The incremental conductance algorithm is depend on
the differentiation of PV power to its voltage and on condition of zero
slope of P-V curve in maximum power point (MPP) [23]. Based on the PV characteristic curve, the MPPT algorithm can be given [22]: The basic
relation between the input (Vin) and output (Vout) voltage of this converter
is given by:

V
 dV
out
in

(10)

By using duty cycle d, there is a linear relationship between the two
voltages. Therefore, in the algorithm implementation, it is essential to
control and change only d. The reference voltage is determined from the
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incremental conductance method [16, 23]. The fuzzy logic controller is
constructed which is robust against the parameter uncertainties.

Figure 5: Flow chart of the proposed strategy

Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the proposed maximum power point
tracking. First, we measure the values of voltage and current of PV arrays
then calculate difference between the current and the last value and apply
the strategy of MPPT technique to calculate reference values of voltage
and current. Finally, the controller apply the suitable duty cycle.

3.2 Perturb & observe (P&O) MPPT technique:
The Perturb and Observe method is the most algorithms used in practice
by almost authors to track the maximum power point [24-29] among
others. Its principle is depending on the perturbation of the system by the
increase/decrease of the duty-cycle of the converter and the observation of
the effect on the output power [30-32]. If a given perturbation leads to an
increase (decrease) in the output power of the PV, then the subsequent
perturbation is generated in the same (reverse) direction, otherwise the
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perturbation is inverted. The duty cycle is varied and the process is
repeated even the maximum power point has been achieved, that drives
the system to oscillate about the MPP. A common problem in P&O
algorithms is that the array terminal voltage is oscillated every MPPT
cycle; therefore, when the MPP is reached, the output power perturbs
around the maximum, minimizing the generable power by the PV system.
This is mainly true in constant or slowly-varying atmospheric conditions
but also under highly changing atmospheric conditions [33].

3.3 Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method:
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) are presented in the tracking of the MPP
[34-37]. The fuzzy controller has four components. (i) the“rule-base”
needs the knowledge, collection of rules, of how best to control the
system. Table 1 shows the different fuzzy rules used in Mamdani fuzzy
controller to track the maximum power point. (ii) The inference
mechanism modifies which control rules are much related at the present
time and then makes decision which input to the plant must be. (iii) The
fuzzification interface simply adjustments the inputs for interpreting and
comparing to the rules in the rule-base, inputs are expressed as linguistic
variables denoted NB (Negative Big), NS(Negative Small), Z(Zero),
PS(Positive Small), PB(Positive Big). The fuzzification of the input
variables by triangular MFs. (iv) the defuzzification interface converts the
conclusions reached by the inference mechanism into the inputs to the
plant (crisp value) [34]. defuzzication of the rules in order to obtain the
crisp values of the duty cycle perturbations. The input variables and the
control action for tracking of the maximum power point are five triangle
membership function illustrated in Figure 4 to Figure 6.
Table 1: FLC Rules Base
DP

NB

NS

Z

PS

PB

NB

NS

NB

NB

PB

PS

NS

Z

NS

NS

PS

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

PS

Z

PS

PS

NS

Z

PB

PS

PB

PB

NB

NS

DV
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Figure 6: Membership functions for the Power change

Figure 7: Membership functions for the change of PV voltage

Figure 8: Membership functions for the duty cycle u
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4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this section, simulations are performed the PV power control system
stated in (9).We consider constant temperature T=298ºK with varying
insolation shown in Figure 9. The parametric uncertainties RL and RM are
considered within 35% of their nominal values. Fig.10 present comparison
between three control signals. The difference between O/P voltages in
Figure 11. The desired O/P power for three techniques show in Figure 12.
It can be seen that the PV power quickly achieves to the maximum value,
while the controller provides high robustness to uncertainty.
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We can observe in Figure 10 there is high oscillation at first to detect the
suitable duty cycle of buck converter the control signal of Mamadani
fuzzy is the most stable after transient time, least oscillation and high
response for sudden change.
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Fig.11 Three O/P voltage of three methods
Figure 11 shows two O/P voltage from two strategy and P&O method is
the most method has oscillation in his O/P.
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Fig.12 maximum power of three techniques
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It can be seen that the performance of the system under the control of the
fuzzy controller provides a good tracking for maximum power with more
stability and it is clear in Figure12.

5. CONCLUSION
The resulting Mamadani fuzzy controller is capable of trackling
multivariable systems subject to large parameter uncertainties. Larger
stability regions can be guaranteed. Photovoltaic (PV) has been given to
illustrate the stabilizability property of the proposed fuzzy controllers. In
order to verify the performance of the proposed controller, we have
compared it with P&O method and Mamdani fuzzy logic controller and
we can deduce that Mamadani fuzzy controller can track the maximum
power point with simple rule base and member ship functions. In
prospective the strategy MPPT of fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is well be
implemented on a dsPIC.
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إستخدام المتحكم الغيمي في الحصول علي أقصي قدرة من الطاقة الشمسية
يتلخص البحث في الحصول علي اقصي قدرة من الخيينا السيةنبا ماليناربنا منب
طرينا معتادة وهي طرينا االضطراب والييحظا والطرينا االخري هني طريننا
اسننتخداا اليننتحلغ ال بينني واللظنناا اليطبننب مةننتخداا مربننامم مننا يب يتلننو م ن
مصننفوفا م ن الخييننا السيةننبا و محننول للطاقننا اليةننتخر ا وع ن طرينننك ييل ن
التحلغ في قبيا الجهد للحصول علي أقصي طاقا ومناربا اللتائم ا ضح ا اللظناا
ال بيي قادر علي الحصول علي أقصي قدرة مةتخر ا من اللظناا وأيضنا حنبنب
ا نننا اللظنناا منني الت بننر فنني در ننا الحننرارة وايبننا االلننعا الةنناقطا عنني الخييننا
.السيةبا
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بيان بأسماء السادة المحكمين للبحوث المنشورة بعدد يناير  2016م
من [ مجلة المنوفية لبحوث الهندسة اإللكترونية النصف سنوية ]
حسب الترتيب األبجدي

م

إس ـ ـ ــم المح ـ ــكم

ج ـ ــهة العـ ـ ــمل

1

أ.د /.السيد محمود الربيعي

كلية الهندسة االلكترونية بمنوف

2

أ.د /.سعيد أمين الحلفاوى

كلية الهندسة االلكترونية بمنوف

3

أ.د /.شعبان مبروك عشيبه

كلية الهندسة بشبين الكوم

4

أ.د /.صالح صبري عبيه

الرئيس العام للمعامل البحثية بجامعة زويل

5

أ.د /.عبد الحليم عبدالنبى ذكرى

كلية الهندسة -جامعة عين شمس

6

أ.د /.فايز ونيس ذكى

كلية الهندسة -جامعة المنصورة

7

أ.د /.مجدى عبدالستار قطب

كلية الهندسة اإللكترونية بمنوف

8

أ.د/.محمد مبروك شرف

كلية الهندسة االلكترونية بمنوف

9

أ.د /.معوض إبراهيم معوض

كلية الهندسة االلكترونية بمنوف

 10أ.د /.هشام فتحي على

كلية الهندسة – جامعة المنيا

 1يرسل الباحث بحثه باسم األستاذ الدكتور  /عميد الكلية ورئيس لجنة النشر
العلمي من ثالث نسخ .
 2الصفحة األولى تحتوي على -:
أ.
ب.
ج.
د.
ه.
و.
ي.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

عنوان البحث .
المؤلفين ووظائفهم وأماكن عملهم .
الكلمات الرئيسية  keywordsبما ال يزيد على خمسة .
ملخص البحث ال يزيد على ( )300كلمة بدون معادالت أو أرقام مراجع .
في أسفل الصفحة يكتب العنوان الكامل للمؤلفين وكذلك العنوان اإللكتروني أو الفاكس
والتليفون إن وجد.
يقدم البحث أثناء التحكيم بخط كبير ومناسب ويترك مسافة بين السطور .
يقدم البحث طبقا ً للنماذج المعلنة ( إرشادات للمؤلف ) على موقع المجلة على شبكة
االنترنت .

يكتب البحث على عمود واحد بنفس أسلوب كتاب دوريات عائلة المجالت
الدولية (  )INT.Jونفس نماذج الحروف المتبعة ويكون الحجم النهائي لكل
إصدار هو ( 21سم * 28سم ).
تكتب بعد الملخص مقدمة البحث ( )INTRODUCTIONالتي تحتوي
على الهدف من البحث وكذلك إسهامات الباحثين اآلخرين التي تم البناء عليه
وكذا اإلسهام الحقيقي للبحث.
في الخالصة ( )CONCLUSIONيجب ذكر المميزات إن وجدت وكذلك
القيود والتطبيقات.
المراجع تكتب في قسم منفصل في نهاية البحث باألسلوب المتبع في
( )IEEEويشار في البحث بأرقامها داخل أقواس مثالً ].[ 1
األشكال والصور يجب أن تكون عند حد الضرورة ويجب أن تكون أصلية
وليست منسوخة وأن تكون واضحة ومعبرة وتكون دائما ً باألبيض واألسود
والكتابة على الرسم يجب أن تكون ذات حجم يناسب حجم الرسم .
يتم ترقيم الصفحات أسفلها بالقلم الرصاص.
يصاحب البحث قرص مدمج مكتوب على (.)WORD
Prof. Dr. Mohamed F. El-Kordy

1

2

3

4

5
6
7
8

بالنسبة ألعضاء هيئة التدريس والهيئة المعاونة بالـــــــــــكلية يكون رسم
االشتراك بالكلية (  25جنيها ً) سنويا ً ويتم السداد شخصيا لمن يرغب في أن
تصله نسخة من كل إصدار ويدفع رسوم نشر عن كل بحث عدد صفحاته
(ثمانية صفحات) فأقل مبلغ ( 275جنيها ً ) ولكل صفحة زائدة عن ذلك رسم
قدره ( 10جنيهات).
يتم النشر للزمالء أعضاء هيئة التدريس من داخل الجامعة نظير رسم قدرة
( 325جنيها ً ) للبحث الذي ال يتعدى (ثمانية صفحات) ولكل صفحة زائدة
عن ذلك رسم قدره ( 15جنيهاً).
للباحثين من خارج جامعة المنوفية تنشر بحوثهم نظير رسم قدرة (350
جنيهاً) للبحث الذي ال يتعدى (ثمانية صفحات) ولكل صفحة زائدة عن ذلك
رسم قدره ( 20جنيهاً).
للباحثين من خارج جمهورية مصر العربية تنشر بحوثهم نظير رسم قـدرة
( 100دوالر أوما يعادلها) للبحث الذي ال يـتعدى (ثمانية صفحات) ولكل
صفحة زائـدة عن ذلك رسـم قدره ( 5دوالر أوما يعادلها).
رسم االشتراك السنوي لألفراد داخل البالد (  50جنيها ً) سنوياً.
رسم االشتراك السنوي للهيئات داخل البالد (  300جنيها ً) سنوياً.
رسم االشتراك لألفراد خارج البالد (  50دوالر) سنويا أوما يعادلها.
رسم االشتراك للهيئات خارج البالد (  300دوالر)سنويا أوما يعادلها.
وذلك عن العدديين سنويا ً ويعامل العدد الواحد بواقع النصف من القيمة
Prof. Dr. Mohamed F. El-Kordy
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